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INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK BENJAMIN MARTIN While philosophy is often thought to be defined by the kinds of questions it attempts to answer, in reality the subject area is defined just as much by its methodology. In this sense, it is no different to other research areas. Each has norms with regard to both the types of questions it attempts to answer, and how it goes about answering those questions. While other parts of this Introduction to Philosophy series are primarily interested in providing you with a background to the questions philosophers are interested in answering, this part on logic will provide you with an introduction to the tools philosophers use to answer these questions. As with any area of academic research, philosophers are expected to give reasons for their proposals, and within philosophy these reasons predominantly take the form of arguments. To engage in philosophy then is to engage in argumentation, and to become effective philosophical practitioners it's paramount that we understand what arguments are, how to recognise them, and how to effectively evaluate them. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that we have a whole branch of philosophy dedicated to answering just these questions, called logic. The goal of this part on logic is to provide you with both the concepts necessary to identify and evaluate arguments, and to start you on the never-ending journey of becoming excellent philosophical practitioners. Further, the concepts and tools highlighted throughout this part should prove useful in other areas of your life, as arguments play just as much of a role in public life as in intellectual life. Others will propose arguments in an attempt to persuade us that what they say is true, and it is our responsibility to evaluate whether these arguments do indeed give us good reason to endorse their claims. Learning how to appropriately evaluate arguments, therefore, is a fundamental skill, and thus in gaining logical skills, one gains important life skills. These skills can stop us from becoming misled by the claims of others, including politicians and the media, and allow us to become clearer about the reasons we have for our own beliefs. They are some of the best tools we have available to safeguard our own beliefs from the persuasion techniques of others. This book is made up of five chapters, each of which introduces new fundamental concepts you will need to engage with arguments. The first, What is Logic?, outlines in more detail the goals of logic and its role within philosophy as a whole. You will be introduced to the concept of an argument, how to recognise when something is an argument, and how to go about identifying its content. The second chapter, Evaluating Arguments, builds from the first. Once we have identified an argument, we need to get on to the business of working out if it's any good. However, it turns out we cannot judge all arguments using the same criteria, for different types of arguments attempt to support their conclusions in different ways. This second chapter then outlines the different types of LOGIC 1 arguments found within both philosophy and elsewhere, provides you with some tricks on how to spot which type a particular argument is, and criteria for how to evaluate each type. While Chapters 1 and 2 give you the concepts necessary to identify and evaluate arguments, chapters three and four provide you with some of the practical skills necessary to recognise whether an argument is good or not. Chapter 3, Formal Logic in Philosophy, explains how recognising the underlying form of an argument can help us to evaluate an important type of argument found within philosophy, known as deductive arguments. This quest to identify the underlying forms that some arguments share is one of the fundamental goals of a prominent area of research within logic, known as formal logic. As such, Chapter 3 acts as much as an introduction to what formal logicians aim to provide, and an explanation of why your philosophical education would benefit from further study of formal logic. Systematic mistakes within arguments are known as fallacies, and the aim of Chapter 4 is to provide you with prominent examples of these mistakes. If we recognise that an argument is bad, it is not enough simply to say so; we wish, also, to say why it is bad. This chapter will allow you to do just that, to categorise and identify particular mistakes made within arguments. By being aware of these common mistakes, the aim is not only to be able to recognise when they are made in the arguments of others, but to ensure we are not drawn into making these mistakes ourselves. The final chapter, Necessary and Sufficient Conditions, has two aims. First, it explains the philosophically important concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions, which play a prominent role within arguments. Becoming comfortable with these concepts is not only important in understanding many philosophical claims made within the other books of this Introduction series, but also claims made within other academic disciplines, such as mathematics and the sciences, and everyday life. Second, the chapter outlines a traditional and common account of what philosophers aim to do when they consider concepts such as knowledge, justice, and morality. According to this account, philosophers are simply engaged in a process of providing the necessary and sufficient conditions for the correct use of a concept. Whether we ultimately agree with this account of philosophical methodology or not, it is important we understand it if we are going to properly engage with the philosophical theories presented throughout this Introduction to Philosophy series. Included at the end of this book are also a glossary, providing you with definitions of important concepts mentioned within the chapters, and a list of suggestions for further reading, which cover important topics within logic in greater detail than we have been able to do here. As with every book in the Introduction to Philosophy series, this logic book has been written with the philosophical novice in mind. We hope then that you find its language and content accessible. We ultimately hope for more than that though. Our aspiration is that through reading this book you will come to recognise the importance of gaining these logical skills, and become even more motivated to continue your philosophical education. 2 INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK CHAPTER 1. WHAT IS LOGIC? MATTHEW KNACHEL There's an ancient view, still widely held, that what makes human beings special-what distinguishes us from the "beasts of the field"-is that we are rational. What does rationality consist in? That's a vexed question, but one possible response goes roughly like this: we manifest our rationality by engaging in activities that involve reasoning-making claims and backing them up with reasons, acting in accord with reasons and beliefs, drawing inferences from available evidence, and so on. This reasoning activity can be done well and it can be done badly-it can be done correctly or incorrectly. Logic is the discipline that aims to distinguish good reasoning from bad. Good reasoning is not necessarily effective reasoning; in fact, as we shall see in a subsequent chapter on logical fallacies, bad reasoning is pervasive and often extremely effective-in the sense that people are often persuaded by it. In logic, the standard of goodness is not effectiveness in the sense of persuasiveness, but rather correctness according to logical rules. For example, consider Hitler. He persuaded an entire nation to go along with a variety of proposals that were not only false but downright evil. You won't be surprised to hear that if you examine it critically, his reasoning does not pass logical muster. Hitler's arguments were effective, but not logically correct. Moreover, his persuasive techniques go beyond reasoning in the sense of backing up claims with reasons. Hitler relied on threats, emotional manipulation, unsupported assertions, etc. There are many rhetorical tricks one can use to persuade. In logic, we study the rules and techniques that allow us to distinguish good, correct reasoning from bad, incorrect reasoning. Since there are a variety of different types of reasoning and methods with which to evaluate each of these types, plus various diverging views on what constitutes correct reasoning, there are many approaches to the logical enterprise. We talk of logic, but also of logics. A logic is just a set of rules and techniques for distinguishing good reasoning from bad. A logic must formulate precise standards for evaluating reasoning and develop methods for applying those standards to particular instances. LOGIC 3 BASIC NOTIONS Reasoning involves claims or statements-making them and backing them up with reasons, drawing out their consequences. Propositions are the things we claim, state, assert. Propositions are the kinds of things that can be true or false. They are expressed by declarative sentences. We use such sentences to make all sorts of assertions, from routine matters of fact-"the Earth revolves around the Sun"-to grand metaphysical theses-"reality is an unchanging, featureless, unified Absolute"-to claims about morality-"it is wrong to eat meat." It is important to distinguish sentences in the declarative mood, which express propositions, from sentences in other moods, which do not. Interrogative sentences, for example, ask questions ("Is it raining?"), and imperative sentences issue commands ("Don't drink kerosene."). It makes no sense to ask whether these kinds of sentences express truths or falsehoods, so they do not express propositions. We also distinguish propositions from the sentences that express them, because a single proposition can be expressed by different sentences. "It's raining" and "es regnet" both express the proposition that it's raining; one sentence does it in English, the other in German. Also, "John loves Mary" and "Mary is loved by John" both express the same proposition. The fundamental unit of reasoning is the argument. In logic, by "argument" we don't mean a disagreement, a shouting match; rather, we define the term precisely: Argument = a set of propositions, one of which, the conclusion, is (supposed to be) supported by the others, the premises. If we're reasoning by making claims and backing them up with reasons, then the claim that's being backed up is the conclusion of an argument; the reasons given to support it are the argument's premises. If we're reasoning by drawing an inference from a set of statements, then the inference we draw is the conclusion of an argument, and the statements from which it's drawn are the premises. We include the parenthetical hedge-"supposed to be"-in the definition to make room for bad arguments. A bad argument, very roughly speaking, is one where the premises fail to support the conclusion; a good argument's premises actually do support the conclusion. ANALYSIS OF ARGUMENTS The following passage expresses an argument: You shouldn't eat at McDonald's. Why? First of all, because they pay their workers very low wages. Second, the animals that provide their meat are raised in deplorable conditions. Finally, the food is extremely unhealthy. So does this passage: 4 WHAT IS LOGIC? The universe is vast and complex. And yet does it not also display an astonishing degree of order? The planets orbit the sun according to regular laws, and animals' minutest parts are arranged precisely to serve their purposes. Such order and complexity cannot arise at random. The universe must therefore be the product of a Designer of enormous power and intellect, whom we call God. Again, the ultimate purpose of logic is to evaluate arguments-to distinguish the good from the bad. To do so requires distinctions, definitions, principles, and techniques that will be outlined in subsequent chapters. For now, we will focus on identifying and reconstructing arguments. The first task is to explicate arguments-to state explicitly their premises and conclusions. A perspicuous way to do this is simply to list declarative sentences expressing the relevant propositions, with a line separating the premises from the conclusion, thus: 1. McDonald's pays their workers very low wages. 2. The animals that provide McDonald's meat are raised in deplorable conditions. 3. McDonald's food is very unhealthy. 4. You shouldn't eat at McDonald's. 1 This is an explication of the first argumentative passage above. To identify the conclusion of an argument, it is helpful to ask oneself, "What is this person trying to convince me to believe by saying these things? What is the ultimate point of this passage?" The answer is pretty clear in this case. Another clue as to what's going on in the passage is provided by the word "because" in the third sentence. Along with other words, like "since" and "for," it indicates the presence of a premise. We can call such words premise markers. The symbol "/∴" can be read as shorthand for "therefore." Along with expressions like "consequently," "thus," "it follows that" and "which implies that," "therefore" is an indicator that the argument's conclusion is about to follow. We call such locutions conclusion markers. Such a marker is not present in the first argument, but we do see one in the second, which may be explicated thus: 1. The universe is vast and complex. 2. The universe displays an astonishing degree of order. 3. The planets orbit the sun according to regular laws. 4. Animals' minutest parts are arranged precisely to serve their purposes. 5. Such order and complexity cannot arise at random. 6. The universe must be the product of a designer of enormous power and intellect: God. Several points of comparison to our first explication are worthy of note here. First, as mentioned, we were alerted of the conclusion by the word "therefore." Second, this passage required much more paraphrase than the first. The second sentence is interrogative, not declarative, and so it does not express a proposition. Since arguments are, by definition, collections of propositions, we must restrict ourselves to declarative sentences when explicating them. 1. The symbols preceding the conclusion, "[latex]/ \therefore [/latex]" represent the word "therefore." LOGIC 5 Since the answer to the second sentence's rhetorical question is clearly "yes," we paraphrase as shown. The third sentence expresses two propositions, so in our explication we separate them; each one is a premise. So sometimes, when we explicate an argument, we have to take what's present in the argumentative passage and change it slightly, so that all of the sentences we write down express the propositions present in the argument. This is paraphrasing. At other times, we have to do even more. For example, we may have to introduce propositions which are not explicitly mentioned within the argumentative passage, but are undoubtedly used within the argument's reasoning. There's a Greek word for argumentative passages that leave certain propositions unstated: enthymemes. Here's an example: There cannot be an all-loving God, because so many innocent people all over the world are suffering. There's an implicit premise lurking in the background here-something that hasn't been said, but which needs to be true for the argument to go through. We need a claim that connects the premise to the conclusion-that bridges the gap between them. Something like this: An all-loving God would not allow innocent people to suffer. Or maybe: widespread suffering is incompatible with the idea of an all-loving deity. The premise points to suffering, while the conclusion is about God; these propositions connect those two claims. A complete explication of the argumentative passage would make a proposition like this explicit: 1. Many innocent people all over the world are suffering. 2. An all-loving God would not allow innocent people to suffer. 3. There cannot be an all-loving God. This is the mark of the kinds of tacit premises we want to uncover: if they're false, they undermine the argument. Often, premises like this are unstated for a reason: they're controversial claims on their own, requiring evidence to support them; so the arguer leaves them out, preferring not to get bogged down. 2 When we draw them out, however, we can force a more robust dialectical exchange, focusing the argument on the heart of the matter. In this case, a discussion about the compatibility of God's goodness and evil in the world would be in order. There's a lot to be said on that topic. Philosophers and theologians have developed elaborate arguments over the centuries to defend the idea that God's goodness and human suffering are in fact compatible. 3 So far, our analysis of arguments has not been particularly deep. We have noted the importance of identifying the conclusion and clearly stating the premises, but we have not looked into the ways in which sets of premises can support their conclusions. We have merely noted that, collectively, premises provide support for conclusions. We have not looked at how they do so, what kinds of relationships they have with one another. This requires deeper analysis. 2. This is not always the reason. Some claims are left tacit simply because everybody accepts them and to state them explicitly would be a waste of time. If we argue, "Elephants are mammals, and so warm-blooded," we omit the claim that all mammals are warmblooded for this innocent reason. 3. These arguments even have a special name: they're called "theodicies." 6 WHAT IS LOGIC? Often, different premises will support a conclusion-or another premise-individually, without help from any others. Consider this simple argument: 1 America's invasion of Iraq was an act of aggression, not self-defense. In addition, 2 it was unreasonable to expect that the benefits of the war would outweigh the inevitable horrors it would unleash. Therefore, 3 the Iraq War was not a just war. Propositions 1 and 2 support the conclusion, proposition 3-and they do so independently. Each gives us a reason for believing that the war was unjust, and each stands as a reason even if we were to suppose that the other were not true; this is the mark of independent premises. It can be helpful, especially when arguments are more complex, to draw diagrams that depict the relationships among premises and conclusion. We could depict the argument above as follows: In such a diagram, the circled numbers represent the propositions and the arrows represent the relationship of support from one proposition to another. Since propositions 1 and 2 each support 3 independently, they get their own arrows. Other relationships among premises are possible. Sometimes, premises provide support for conclusions only indirectly, by giving us a reason to believe some other premise, which is intermediate between the two claims. Consider the following argument: 1 Poets are mere "imitators" whose works obscure the truth; hence, 2 they have a corrupting influence on the souls of citizens. 3 Poets should therefore be banned from the ideal city-state. 4 In this example, proposition 1 provides support for proposition 2 (the word "hence" is a clue), while proposition 2 directly supports the conclusion in 3. We would depict the relationships among these propositions thus: 4. An extremely compressed version of Plato's objections to poetry in Book X of The Republic. LOGIC 7 Sometimes premises must work together to provide support for another claim, not because one of them provides reason for believing the other, but because neither provides the support needed on its own; we call such propositions joint premises. Consider the following: 1 If true artificial intelligence is possible, then one must be able to program a computer to be conscious. 2 But it's impossible to program consciousness. Therefore, 3 true artificial intelligence is impossible. In this argument, neither premise 1 nor premise 2 supports the conclusion on its own; rather, the second premise, as it were, provides a key that unlocks the conclusion from the conditional premise 1. We can indicate such interdependence diagrammatically with brackets, thus: Diagramming arguments in this way can be helpful both in understanding how they work and informing any attempt to critically engage with them. One can see clearly in the first argument that any considerations put forward contrary to one of the independent premises will not completely undermine support for the conclusion, as there is still another premise providing it with some degree of support. In the second argument, though, reasons telling against the second premise would cut off support for the conclusion at its root; and anything contrary to the first premise will leave the second in need of support. And in the third argument, considerations contrary to either of the joint premises will undermine support for the conclusion. Especially when arguments are more complex, such visual aids can help us recognize all of the inferences contained within the argument. Perhaps it will be useful to conclude by considering a slightly more complex argument. Let's consider the nature of numbers: 8 WHAT IS LOGIC? 1 Numbers are either abstract or concrete objects. 2 They cannot be concrete objects because 3 they don't have a location in space and 4 they don't interact causally with other objects. Therefore, 5 numbers are abstract objects. The conclusion of this argument is the last proposition, that numbers are abstract objects. Notice that the first premise gives us a choice between this claim and an alternative-that they are concrete. The second premise denies that alternative, and so premises 1 and 2 are working together to support the conclusion: Now we need to make room in our diagram for propositions 3 and 4. They are there to give us reasons for believing that numbers are not concrete objects. First, by asserting that numbers aren't located in space like concrete objects are, and second by asserting that numbers don't interact with other objects, like concrete objects do. These are separate, independent reasons for believing they aren't concrete, so we end up with this diagram: LOGIC AND PHILOSOPHY At the heart of the logical enterprise is a philosophical question: What makes a good argument? That is, what is it for a set of claims to provide support for some other claim? Or maybe: When are we justified in drawing inferences? To answer these questions, logicians have developed a wide variety of logical systems, covering different types of arguments, and applying different principles and techniques. Many of the tools developed in logic can be applied beyond the confines of philosophy. The mathematician proving a theorem, the computer scientist programming a computer, the linguist modeling the structure of language-all these are using logical methods. Because logic has such wide application, and because of the formal/mathematical sophistication of many logical systems, it occupies a unique place in the philosophical curriculum. A class in logic is typically unlike other philosophy classes in that very little time is spent directly engaging with and attempting to answer the "big LOGIC 9 questions"; rather, one very quickly gets down to the business of learning logical formalisms. The questions logic is trying to answer are important philosophical questions, but the techniques developed to answer them are worthy of study on their own. This does not mean, however, that we should think of logic and philosophy as merely tangentially related; on the contrary, they are deeply intertwined. For all the formal bells and whistles featured in the latest high-end logical system, at bottom it is part of an effort to answer the fundamental question of what follows from what. Moreover, logic is useful to the practicing philosopher in at least three other ways. Philosophers attempt to answer deep, vexing questions-about the nature of reality, what constitutes a good life, how to create a just society, and so on. They give their answers to these questions, and they back those answers up with reasons. Then other philosophers consider their arguments and reply with elaborations and criticisms-arguments of their own. Philosophy is conducted and makes progress by way of exchanging arguments. Since they are the primary tool of their trade, philosophers better know a little something about what makes for good arguments! Logic, therefore, is essential to the practice of philosophy. But logic is not merely a tool for evaluating philosophical arguments; it has altered the course of the ongoing philosophical conversation. As logicians developed formal systems to model the structure of an ever-wider range of discursive practices, philosophers have been able to apply their insights directly to traditional philosophical problems and recognize previously hidden avenues of inquiry. Since the turn of the 20th century especially, the proliferation of novel approaches in logic has sparked a revolution in the practice of philosophy. It is not too much of an exaggeration to say that much of the history of philosophy in the 20th century constituted an ongoing attempt to grapple with new developments in logic, and the philosophical focus on language that they seemed to demand. No philosophical topic-from metaphysics to ethics to epistemology and beyond-was untouched by this revolution. Finally, logic itself is the source of fascinating philosophical questions. The basic question at its heart-what is it for a claim to follow from others?-ramifies out in myriad directions, providing fertile ground for philosophical speculation. There is logic, and then there is philosophy of logic. Logic is said to be "formal," for example. What does that mean? It's a surprisingly difficult question to answer. 5 Our simplest logical formulations of conditional sentences (those involving "if"), lead to apparent paradoxes. 6 How should those be resolved? Should our formalisms be altered to better capture the natural-language meanings of conditionals? What is the proper relationship between logical systems and natural languages, anyway? Traditionally, most logicians have accepted that logic should be "bivalent": every proposition is either true or false. But natural languages contain vague terms whose boundaries of applicability are not always clear. For example, "bald": for certain subjects, we might be inclined to say that they're well on their way to full-on baldness, but not quite there yet; on the other hand, we would be reluctant to say that they're not-bald. There are in-between cases. For such cases, we might want to say, for example, that the proposition that Fredo is bald is neither true nor false. Some logicians have developed logics that are not bivalent, to deal with this sort of linguistic phenomenon. Some add a third truth-value: "neither" or "undetermined," for instance. Others introduce infinite degrees of truth (this is called "fuzzy logic"). These logics deviate from traditional approaches. Are they therefore 5. John MacFarlane, in his widely read PhD dissertation, spends over 300 pages on that question. See: MacFarlane, J. 2000. "What Does It Mean to Say That Logic Is Formal?" University of Pittsburgh. 6. For a concise explanation, see the Wikipedia entry on paradoxes of material implication. 10 WHAT IS LOGIC? wrong in some sense? Or are they right, and the traditionalists wrong? Or are we even asking a sensible question when we ask whether a particular logical system is right or wrong? Can we be so-called logical "pluralists," accepting a variety of incompatible logics, depending, for example, on whether they're useful? These sorts of questions are beyond the scope of this introductory text, of course. They're included to give you a sense of just how far one can take the study of logic. The task for now, though, is to begin that study. EXERCISES First, explicate the following arguments, paraphrasing as necessary and only including tacit premises when explicitly instructed to do so. Next, diagram the arguments. 1. Numbers, if they exist at all, must be either concrete or abstract objects. Concrete objects–like planets and people–are able to interact with other things in cause-and-effect relations. Numbers lack this ability. Therefore, numbers are abstract objects. [You will need to add an implicit intermediate premise here!] 2. Abolish the death penalty! Why? It is immoral. Numerous studies have shown that there is racial bias in its application. The rise of DNA testing has exonerated scores of inmates on death row; who knows how many innocent people have been killed in the past? The death penalty is also impractical. Revenge is counterproductive: "An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind," as Gandhi said. Moreover, the costs of litigating death penalty cases, with their endless appeals, are enormous. 3. A just economic system would feature an equitable distribution of resources and an absence of exploitation. Capitalism is an unjust economic system. Under capitalism, the typical distribution of wealth is highly skewed in favor of the rich. And workers are exploited: despite their essential role in producing goods for the market, most of the profits from the sales of those goods go to the owners of firms, not their workers. 4. The mind and the brain are not identical. How can things be identical if they have different properties? There is a property that the mind and brain do not share: the brain is divisible, but the mind is not. Like all material things, the brain can be divided into parts-different halves, regions, neurons, etc. But the mind is a unity. It is my thinking essence, in which I can discern no separate parts. 7 5. Every able-bodied adult ought to participate in the workforce. The more people working, the greater the nation's wealth, which benefits everyone economically. In addition, there is no replacement for the dignity workers find on the job. The government should therefore issue tax credits to encourage people to enter the workforce. [Include in your explication a tacit premise, not explicitly stated in the passage, but necessary to support the conclusion.] 7. A simplified version of an argument from Rene Descartes. LOGIC 11 CHAPTER 2. EVALUATING ARGUMENTS NATHAN SMITH One particularly relevant application of logic is assessing the relative strength of philosophical claims. While the topics covered by philosophers are fascinating, it is often difficult to determine which positions on these topics are the right ones. Many students are led to think that philosophy is just a matter of opinion. After all, who could claim to know the final answer to philosophical questions? It's not likely that anyone will ever know the final answer to deep philosophical questions. Yet there are clearly better and worse answers; and philosophy can help us distinguish them. This chapter will give you some tools to begin to distinguish which positions on philosophical topics are well-founded and which are not. When a person makes a claim about a philosophical subject, you should ask, "What are the arguments to support that claim?" Once you have identified an argument, you can use these tools to assess whether it's a good or bad one, whether the evidence and reasoning really support the claim or not. In broad terms, there are two features of arguments that make them good: (1) the structure of the argument and (2) the truth of the evidence provided by the argument. Logic deals more directly with the structure of arguments. When we examine the logic of arguments, we are interested in whether the arguments have the right architecture, whether the evidence provided is the right sort of evidence to support the conclusion drawn. However, once we try to evaluate the truth of the conclusion, we need to know whether the evidence is true. We'll look at both of these considerations in what follows. INFERENCE AND IMPLICATION: WHY CONCLUSIONS FOLLOW FROM PREMISES An argument is a connected series of propositions, some of which are called premises and at least one of which is a conclusion. The premises provide the reasons or evidence that supports the conclusion. From the point of view of the reader, an argument is meant to persuade the reader that, once the premises are accepted as true, the conclusion follows from them. If the reader accepts the premises, then she ought to accept the conclusion. The act of reasoning that connects the premises to the conclusion is called an inference. A good argument supports a rational inference to the conclusion, a bad argument supports no rational inference to the conclusion. 1 1. This does not mean that bad arguments cannot be psychologically persuasive. In fact, people are often persuaded by bad arguments. However, a good philosophical assessment of an argument ought to rely purely on the rationality of its inferences. 12 LOGIC Consider the following example: 1. All human beings are mortal. 2. Socrates is a human being. 3. Socrates is mortal. This argument asserts that Socrates is mortal. It does so by appealing to the fact that Socrates is a human being, together with the idea that all human beings are mortal. There is clearly a strong connection between the premises and conclusion. Imagine a reader who accepts both premises but denies the conclusion. This person would have to believe that Socrates is a human being and that all human beings are mortal, but still deny that Socrates is mortal. How could such a person maintain that belief? It just doesn't seem rational to believe the premises but deny the conclusion! Now consider the following argument: 1. I saw a black cat today. 2. My knee is aching. 3. It is going to rain. Suppose that it does, in fact, rain and the person who advances this argument believes that it is going to rain. Is that person justified in their belief that it will rain? Not based on the argument presented here! In this argument, there is a very weak connection between the premises and the conclusion. So, even if the conclusion turns out to be true, there is no reason why a reader ought to accept the conclusion given these premises (there may be other reasons for thinking it is going to rain that are not provided here, of course). The point is that these premises do not provide the right sort of evidence to justify the conclusion. So far, I have described the connection between premises and conclusion in terms of the psychological demand placed on a reader of the argument. However, we can describe this connection from another perspective. We can say that the premises of an argument logically imply a conclusion. Either way of speaking is correct. What they assert is that good arguments present a strong connection between the truth of the premises and the truth of the conclusion. In the next few sections, we will examine three different types of logical connection, each with its own rules for evaluation. Sometimes logical implication is guaranteed (as in the case of deductive arguments), sometimes the logical connection only ensures the conclusion is probable (as with inductive and abductive arguments). DEDUCTIVE ARGUMENTS Deductive arguments are the most common type of argument in philosophy, and for good reason. Deductive arguments attempt to demonstrate that the conclusion follows necessarily from the premises. As long as the premises of a good deductive argument are true, the conclusion is true as a matter of logic. This means that if I know the premises are true, I know with one-hundred percent certainty that the conclusion is also true! This may be hard to believe; after all, how can we be absolutely certain about anything? But notice what I am saying: I am not saying that we know the conclusion is true with one-hundred percent certainty. I am saying that we can LOGIC 13 be one-hundred percent certain the conclusion is true, on the condition that the premises are true. If one of the premises is false, then the conclusion is not guaranteed. Here are two examples of good deductive arguments. They are both valid and have true premises. A valid argument is an argument whose premises guarantee the truth of the conclusion. That is, if the premises are true, then it is impossible for the conclusion to be false. A valid deductive argument whose premises are all true is called a sound argument. 1. If it rained outside, then the streets will be wet. 2. It rained outside. 3. The streets are wet. 1. Either the world ended on December 12, 2012 or it continues today. 2. The world did not end on December 12, 2012. 3. The world continues today. Hopefully, you can see that these arguments present a close connection between the premises and conclusion. It seems impossible to deny the conclusion while accepting that the premises are all true. This is what makes them valid deductive arguments. To show what happens when similar arguments employ false premises, consider the following examples: 1. If Russia wins the 2018 FIFA World Cup, then Russia is the reigning FIFA world champion [in 2019]. 2. Russia won the 2018 FIFA World Cup. 3. Russia is the reigning FIFA world champion [in 2019]. 1. Either snow is cold or snow is dry. 2. Snow is not cold. 3. Snow is dry. You may recognize that these arguments have the same structure as the previous two arguments. That is, each expresses the same connection between the premises and conclusion, and they are all deductively valid. However, these latter two arguments have at least one false premise and this false premise is the reason why these otherwise valid arguments reach a false conclusion. In the case of these arguments, the structure is good, but the evidence is bad. Deductive arguments are either valid or invalid because of the form or structure of the argument. They are sound or unsound based on the form, plus the content. You might become familiar with some of the common forms of arguments (many of them have names) and once you do, you will be able to tell when a deductive argument is invalid. 14 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS Now let's look at some invalid deductive arguments. These are arguments that have the wrong structure or form. Perhaps you have heard a playful argument like the following: 1. Grass is green. 2. Money is green. 3. Grass is money. Here is another example of the same argument: 1. All tigers are felines. 2. All lions are felines. 3. All tigers are lions. These arguments are examples of the fallacy of the undistributed middle term. The name is not important, but you may recognize what is going on here. The two types of objects in each conclusion are each a member of some third type, but they are not members of each other. So, the premises are all true, but the conclusions are false. If you encounter an argument with this structure, you will know that it is invalid. But what do you do if you cannot immediately recognize when an argument is invalid? Philosophers look for counterexamples. A counterexample is a scenario in which the premises of the argument are true while the conclusion is clearly false. This automatically shows that it is possible for the argument's premises to be true and the conclusion false. So, a counterexample demonstrates that the argument is invalid. After all, validity requires that if the premises are all true, the conclusion cannot possibly be false. Consider the following argument, which is an example of a fallacy called affirming the consequent: 1. If it rained outside, then the streets will be wet. 2. The streets are wet. 3. It rained outside. Can you imagine a scenario where the premises are true, but the conclusion is false? What if a water main broke and flooded the streets? Then the streets would be wet, but it may not have rained. It would still remain true that if it had rained, the streets would be wet, but in this scenario even if it didn't rain, the streets would still be wet. So, the scenario where a water main breaks demonstrates this argument is invalid. The counterexample method can also be applied to arguments where there is no clear scenario that makes the premises true and the conclusion false, but we will have to apply it a little differently. In these cases, we need to imagine another argument that has exactly the same structure as the argument in question but uses propositions that more easily produce a counterexample. Suppose I made the following argument: 1. Most people who live near the coast know how to swim. LOGIC 15 2. Mary lives near the coast. 3. Mary knows how to swim. I don't know if Mary knows how to swim, but I do know that this argument does not provide sufficient reasons for us to know that Mary knows how to swim. I can demonstrate this by imagining another argument with the same structure as this argument, but the premises of this argument are clearly true while its conclusion is false: 1. Most months in the calendar year have at least 30 days. 2. February is a month in the calendar year. 3. February has at least 30 days. To review, deductive arguments purport to lead to a conclusion that must be true if all the premises are true. But there are many ways a deductive argument can go wrong. In order to evaluate a deductive argument, we must answer the following questions: • Are the premises true? If the premises are not true, then even if the argument is valid, the conclusion is not guaranteed to be true. • Is the form of the argument a valid form? Does this argument have the exact same structure as one of the invalid arguments noted in this chapter or elsewhere in this book? 2 • Can you come up with a counterexample for the argument? If you can imagine a case in which the premises are true but the conclusion is false, then you have demonstrated that the argument is invalid. INDUCTIVE ARGUMENTS Almost all of the formal logic taught to philosophy students is deductive. This is because we have a very wellestablished formal system, called first-order logic, that explains deductive validity. 3 Conversely, most of the inferences we make on a daily basis are inductive or abductive. The problem is that the logic governing inductive and abductive inferences is significantly more complex and more difficult to formalize than deductive inferences. The chief difference between deductive arguments and inductive or abductive arguments is that while the former arguments aim to guarantee the truth of the conclusion, the latter arguments only aim to ensure that the conclusion is more probable. Even the conclusions of the best inductive and abductive arguments may still turn out to be false. Consequently, we do not refer to these arguments as valid or invalid. Instead, arguments with good inductive and abductive inferences are strong; bad ones are weak. Similarly, strong inductive or abductive arguments with true premises are called cogent. Here's a table to help you remember these distinctions: 2. Chapters 3 and 4 of this Introduction address types of fallacies. Fallacies are just systematic mistakes made within arguments. You can learn more examples of invalid argument forms in these chapters. 3. Chapter 3 introduces formal logic. 16 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS Terms used when evaluating several kinds of arguments Quality of Inference Deductive Inductive Abductive Bad inference Invalid Weak Weak Good inference Valid Strong Strong Good inference + true premises Sound Cogent Cogent Inductive inferences typically involve an appeal to past experience in order to infer some further claim directly related to that experience. In its classic formulation, inductive inferences move from observed instances to unobserved instances, reasoning that what is not yet observed will resemble what has been observed before. Generalizations, statistical inferences, and forecasts about the future are all examples of inductive inference. 4 A classic example is the following: 1. The Sun rose today. 2. The Sun rose yesterday. 3. The Sun has risen every day of human history. 4. The Sun will rise tomorrow. You might wonder why this conclusion is merely probable. Is there anything more certain than the fact that the Sun will rise tomorrow? Well, not much. But at some point in the future, the Sun, like all other stars, will die out and its light will become so faint that there will be no sunrise on the Earth. More radically, imagine an asteroid disrupting the Earth's rotation so that it fails to spin in coordination with our 24-hour clocks-in this case, the Sun would also fail to rise tomorrow. Finally, any inference about the future must always contain a degree of uncertainty because we cannot be certain that the future will resemble the past. So, even though the inference is very strong, it does not provide us with one-hundred percent certainty. Consider the following, very similar inference, from the perspective of a chicken: 1. When the farmer came to the coop yesterday, he brought us food. 2. When the farmer came to the coop the day before, he brought us food. 3. Every day that I can remember, the farmer has come to the coop to bring us food. 4. When the farmer comes today, he will bring food. From a chicken's perspective, this inference looks equally as strong as the previous one. But this chicken will be surprised on that fateful day when the farmer comes to the coop with a hatchet to butcher her! From the chicken's perspective, the inference may appear strong, but from the farmer's perspective, it's fatally flawed. The chicken's inference shares some similarities with the following example: 1. A recent poll of over 5,000 people in the USA found that 85% of them are members of the National Rifle 4. You may notice that the inference from the previous section about Mary being able to swim could be rephrased as a kind of inductive argument. If it is true that most people who live near the coast can swim and Mary lives near the coast, then it follows that Mary probably can swim. This demonstrates an important difference between deductive and inductive arguments. LOGIC 17 Association. 2. The poll found that 98% of respondents were strongly or very strongly opposed to any firearms regulation. 3. Support of gun rights is very strong in the USA. While the conclusion of this argument may be true and certainly appears to be supported by the premises, there is a key weakness that undermines the argument. You may suspect that these polling numbers present unusually high support for guns, even in the USA. 5 So, you may suspect that something is wrong with the data. But if I tell you that this poll was taken outside of a gun show, then you should realize that data may be correct, but the sample is clearly flawed. This reveals something important about inductive inferences. Inductive inferences depend on whether the sample set of experiences from which the conclusion is inferred are representative of the whole population described in the conclusion. In the cases of the chicken and gun rights, we are provided with a sample of experiences that are not representative of the populations in the conclusion. If we want to generalize about chicken farmer behavior, we need to sample the range of behaviors a farmer engages in. One chicken may not have enough data points to make a generalization about farmer behavior. Similarly, if we want to make a claim about the gun control preferences in the USA, we need to have a sample that represents all Americans, not just those who attend gun shows. The sample of experiences in a strong inductive argument must be representative of the conclusion that is drawn from it. To review, strong inductive inferences lead to conclusions that are made more likely by the premises, but not guaranteed to be true. They are typically used to make generalizations, infer statistical probabilities, and make forecasts about the future. To evaluate an inductive inference, you should use the following guidelines: • Are the premises true? Just like deductive arguments, inductive arguments require true premises to infer that the conclusion is likely to be true. • Are the examples cited in the premises a large enough sample? The larger the sample, the greater the likelihood it is representative of the population as a whole, and thus the more likely inductive inferences made on the basis of it will be strong. ABDUCTIVE ARGUMENTS Abductive arguments produce conclusions that attempt to explain the phenomena found in the premises. From a commonsense point of view, we can think of abductive inferences as "reading between the lines," "using context clues," or "putting two and two together." We typically use these phrases to describe an inference to an explanation that is not explicitly provided. This is why abductive arguments are often called an "inference to the best explanation." From a scientific perspective, abduction is a critical part of hypothesis formation. Whereas the classic "scientific method" teaches that science is deductive and that the purpose of experimentation is to test a hypothesis (by confirming or disconfirming the hypothesis), it is not always clear how scientists arrive at a hypothesis. Abduction provides an explanation for how scientists generate likely hypotheses for experimental testing. 5. See, for instance, recent Gallup polling: 2019. "Guns." http://news.gallup.com/poll/1645/guns.aspx. 18 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS Even though Sherlock Holmes is famous for declaring, in the course of his investigations, "Deduction, my dear Watson," he probably should have said "Abduction"! Consider the following inference: 1. The victim's body has multiple stab wounds on its right side. 2. There was evidence of a struggle between the murderer and the victim. 3. The murderer was left-handed. You should recognize that the conclusion is not guaranteed by the premises, and so it is not a deductive argument. Additionally, the argument is not inductive, because the conclusion isn't simply an extension from past experiences. This argument attempts to provide the best explanation for the evidence in the premises. In a struggle, two people are most likely to be standing face to face. Also, the killer probably attacked with his or her dominant hand. It would be unnatural for a right-handed person to stab with their left hand or to stab a person facing them on that person's right side. So, the fact that the murderer is left-handed provides the most likely explanation for the stab wounds. You use these sorts of inferences regularly. For instance, suppose that when you come home from work, you notice that the door to your apartment is unlocked and various items from the refrigerator are out on the counter. You might infer that your roommate is home. Of course, this explanation is not guaranteed to be true. For instance, you may have forgotten to lock the door and put away your food in your haste to get out the door. Abductive inferences attempt to reason to the most likely conclusion, not one that is guaranteed to be true. What makes an abductive inference strong or weak? Good explanations ought to take account of all the available evidence. If the conclusion leaves some evidence unexplained, then it is probably not a strong argument. Additionally, extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence. If an explanation requires belief in some entirely novel or supernatural entity, or generally requires us to revise deeply held beliefs, then we ought to demand that the evidence for this explanation is very solid. Finally, when assessing alternative explanations, we should heed the advice of "Ockham's Razor." William of Ockham argued that given any two explanations, the simpler one is more likely to be true. In other words, we should be skeptical of explanations that require complex mechanics, extensive caveats and exceptions, or an extremely precise set of circumstances, in order to be true. 6 Consider the following arguments with identical premises: 1. There have been hundreds of stories about strange objects in the night sky. 2. There is some video evidence of these strange objects. 3. Some people have recalled encounters with extraterrestrial life forms. 4. There are no peer-reviewed scientific accounts of extraterrestrial life forms visiting earth. 5. There must be a vast conspiracy denying the existence of aliens. 1. There have been hundreds of stories about strange objects in the night sky. 6. While Ockham's Razor is a good rule of thumb in evaluating explanations, there is considerable debate among philosophers of science about whether simplicity it is a feature of good scientific explanations or not. LOGIC 19 2. There is some video evidence of these strange objects. 3. Some people have recalled encounters with extraterrestrial life forms. 4. There are no peer-reviewed scientific accounts of extraterrestrial life forms visiting earth. 5. The stories, videos, and recollections are probably the result of confusion, confabulation or exaggeration, or are outright falsifications. Which is the more likely explanation? To review, abductive inferences assert a conclusion that the premises do not guarantee, but which aims to provide the most likely explanation for the phenomena detailed in the premises. To assess the strength of an abductive inference, use the following guidelines: • Is all the relevant evidence provided? If critical pieces of information are missing, then it may not be possible to know what the right explanation is. • Does the conclusion explain all of the evidence provided? If the conclusion fails to account for some of the evidence, then it may not be the best explanation. • Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence! If the conclusion asserts something novel, surprising, or contrary to standard explanations, then the evidence should be equally compelling. • Use Ockham's Razor; recognize that the simpler of two explanations is likely the correct one. 20 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS EXERCISES Exercise One For each argument decide whether it is deductive, inductive or abductive. If it contains more than one type of inference, indicate which. Example: 1. Every human being has a heart, 2. If something has a heart, then it has a liver 3. Every human being has a liver Answer: This is a deductive argument because it is attempting to show that it's impossible for the conclusion to be false if the premises are true. 1. 1. Chickens from my farm have gone missing, 2. My farm is in the British countryside, 3. There are foxes killing my chickens 2. 1. All flamingos are pink birds, 2. All flamingos are fire breathing creatures, 3. Some pink birds are fire breathing creatures 3. 1. Every Friday so far this year the cafeteria has served fish and chips, 2. If the cafeteria's serving fish and chips and I want fish and chips then I should bring in £4, 3. If the cafeteria isn't serving fish and chips then I shouldn't bring in £4, 4. I always want fish and chips, 5. I should bring in £4 next Friday 4. LOGIC 21 1. If Bob Dylan or Italo Calvino were awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, then the choices made by the Swedish Academy would be respectable, 2. The choices made by the Swedish Academy are not respectable, 3. Neither Bob Dylan nor Italo Calvino have been awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature 5. 1. In all the games that the Boston Red Sox have played so far this season they have been better than their opposition, 2. If a team plays better than their opposition in every game then they win the World Series 3. The Boston Red Sox will win the league 6. 1. There are lights on in the front room and there are noises coming from upstairs, 2. If there are noises coming from upstairs then Emma is in the house, 3. Emma is in the house Exercise Two Give examples of arguments that have each of the following properties: 1. Sound 2. Valid, and has at least one false premise and a false conclusion 3. Valid, and has at least one false premise and a true conclusion 4. Invalid, and has at least one false premise and a false conclusion 5. Invalid, and has at least one false premise and a true conclusion 6. Invalid, and has true premises and a true conclusion 7. Invalid, and has true premises and a false conclusion 8. Strong, but invalid [Hint: Think about inductive arguments.] 22 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS CHAPTER 3. FORMAL LOGIC IN PHILOSOPHY BAHRAM ASSADIAN This chapter discusses some philosophical issues concerning the nature of formal logic. Particular attention will be given to the concept of logical form, the goal of formal logic in capturing logical form, and the explanation of validity in terms of logical form. We shall see how this understanding of the notion of validity allows us to identify what we call formal fallacies, which are mistakes in an argument due to its logical form. We shall also discuss some philosophical problems about the nature of logical forms. For the sake of simplicity, our focus will be on propositional logic. But many of the results to be discussed do not depend on this choice, and are applicable to more advanced logical systems. LOGIC, VALIDITY, AND LOGICAL FORMS Different sciences have different subject matters: physics tries to discover the properties of matter, history aims to discover what happened in the past, biology studies the development and evolution of living organisms, mathematics is, or at least seems to be, about numbers, sets, geometrical spaces, and the like. But what is it that logic investigates? What, indeed, is logic? This is an essentially philosophical question, but its answer requires reflection on the status and behavior of logical rules and inferences. Textbooks typically present logic as the science of the relation of consequence that holds between the premises and the conclusion of a valid argument, where an argument is valid if it is not possible for its premises to be true and the conclusion false. If logic is the science of the relation of consequence that holds between the premises and the conclusion of a valid argument, we can say that logicians will be concerned with whether a conclusion of an argument is or is not a consequence of its premises. Let us examine the notion of validity with more care. For example, consider the following argument: 1. If Alex is a sea bream, then Alex is not a rose. 2. Alex is a rose. 3. Alex is not a sea bream. LOGIC 23 It can be shown that it is not possible for (1) and (2) to be true yet (3) false. Hence, the whole argument is valid. For convenience, let us represent each sentence of the argument into the standard propositional logic, which aims to analyze the structure and meaning of various propositions. To do this, we must first introduce the language of our logic. The alphabet of propositional logic contains letters standing for sentences: A, B, C, and so on. For example, we can translate "Alex is a rose" by just using B. Similarly, we can use S to translate "I would love to smell it." The alphabet of propositional logic contains other symbols known as logical connectives. One is a symbol for "not" or negation . When we say that Alex is not a rose, we, in effect, say that it is not the case that Alex is a rose. If we translate "Alex is a rose" by B, we translate "Alex is not a rose" as " ." Another is a symbol for conditional sentences of the form "if ... then ...." For example, we can translate "If Alex is a rose, then I would love to smell it" as " ." When we say that if Alex is a rose, then I would love to smell it, we say something conditional: on the condition that Alex is a rose, I would love to smell it. In general, a conditional sentence has two components. We call the first component the antecedent, the second component the consequent, and the whole proposition a conditional. The language of our logic also includes "and" , otherwise known as conjunction, and "or" , otherwise known as disjunction. But in this chapter, we shall only deal with negation and conditional. Thus, if we use A for "Alex is a sea bream," we can represent (1) with , and represent our above argument (1)-(3) as follows: 1. 2. 3. But, recall, our aim was to examine why this argument, if at all, is valid. The mere representation of "not" by " " and "if ... then" by " " will not be sufficient to verify the validity or invalidity of a given argument: we also need to know what these symbols and the propositions they express mean. But how can we specify the meaning of " " and " "? It is plausible to say that if A is true, then its negation is false, and vice versa. For example, if "Alex is a rose" is true, then "Alex is not a rose" is false. This gives us the meaning of " ". We can represent this information about the meaning of negation in terms of a truth-table in the following way (with T symbolising true, and F false): Truth table for negation T F F T Here, we can read each row of the truth-table as a way the world could be. That is, in situations or possible worlds where A is true (for example, where Alex is indeed a sea bream), is false (it is false that Alex is a sea bream); 24 FORMAL LOGIC and vice versa. Thus construed, a truth-table gives us the situations in which a proposition such as A is true, and those in which it is false. In addition, it tells us in what situations is true, and in what situations it is false. In a similar way, we can specify the meaning of " " by specifying the situations in which conditional propositions of the form " " are true or false. Here is the standard truth-table for " ": Truth table for material conditional T T T T F F F T T F F T As can be seen, there is only one row in which is false; i.e. the second row in which the consequent is false, but the antecedent is true. As the first row tells us, if both A and B are true, then so is . Further, the third and fourth rows tell us that if the antecedent is false, then the whole conditional is true, regardless of whether the consequent is true or false. Hence, all conditionals with false antecedents are true. But how is it possible for a conditional to be true if its antecedent is false? Here is one suggestion to answer this question: if your assumption is false, then you can legitimately conclude whatever you would like to. For example, if you assume that Amsterdam is the capital of England, you can legitimately conclude anything whatsoever; it does not matter whether it's true or false. Thus, from the assumption that Amsterdam is the capital of England, you can conclude that Paris is the capital of France. You can also conclude that Paris is the capital of Brazil. We can see that one important piece of information that truth-tables convey concerns how the truth or falsity of complex sentences such as and depends on the truth or falsity of the propositional letters they contain: the truth or falsity of depends solely on the truth or falsity of A and of B. Similarly, the truth or falsity of depends solely on that of A. Now we are in a position to verify whether our argument (1)-(3) is valid or not. And, as we shall see in a moment, the validity or invalidity of an argument depends on the meaning of the logical connectives (such as " " and " ") which is specified by the corresponding truth-tables. In other words, if the truth-tables of these connectives were different to what they actually are, we would have a different collection of valid arguments. We defined an argument as valid if it is not possible for its premises to be true and the conclusion false. By designing a truth-table, we can see under what conditions the premises and the conclusion of our argument (1)-(3) are true or false: LOGIC 25 Truth table for argument (1)-(3) T T F T F T F F F T F T T T T F F T F T Since in the above truth-table, there is no row in which the premises are true and the conclusion false, the argument is valid. The only row in which the premises are both true is the third row, and in that row the conclusion is also true. In other words, there is no world or situation in which (1) and (2) are true, but (3) is not. This just means that the argument is valid. Now, consider the following argument: 4. If Alex is a tiger, then Alex is an animal. 5. Alex is not a tiger. 6. Alex is not an animal. There are situations in which the argument works perfectly well. For example, suppose that Alex is not a tiger but is, in fact, a table. In this case, Alex would not be an animal, either. And thus, the sentences (4), (5), and (6) would be true. But this is not always the case, for we can imagine a situation in which the premises are true but the conclusion false, such as where Alex is not a tiger but is, in fact, a dog. Thus, by imagining the situation just described, we would have produced a counterexample: in this situation, (6) would be false, and hence it would not be a consequence of (4) and (5). The argument is invalid. That the argument is invalid can also be verified by the method of truth-tables. For we can find a situation in which (4) and (5) are both true and yet (6) false. That is, in the truth-table, if we represent (4) as , (5) as , and (6) as , there will be at least one row in which the premises are true and the conclusion false (which row is that?): Truth table for argument (4)-(6) T T T F F T F F F T F T T T F F F T T T We said that logicians are concerned with validity or invalidity of arguments, and we proposed the method of truth-tables for undertaking this task. But which arguments are valid, and which are not? It is here that the notion of logical form emerges. Suppose that a logician embarks on the ridiculous task of recording each and every 26 FORMAL LOGIC valid argument. In this case, she would surely record that (1)-(3) is valid. Now, suppose she faces the following argument: 7. If Alice is reading Hegel, she is not frustrated. 8. Alice is frustrated. 9. Alice is not reading Hegel. To see whether this argument is valid or not, she can rewrite each sentence of the argument in her logical language: Alice is reading Hegel ; Alice is frustrated ; and, if Alice is reading Hegel, then Alice is not frustrated) . She can then design a suitable truth-table, and check whether there is any row or situation in which the premises are both true and the conclusion false. Since there is no such row (why?), she will correctly announce that the argument is valid. But it is obvious that in order to check the validity of (7)-(9), our logician did not need to go to this effort. It would suffice if she just noted that the two arguments (1)-(3) and (7)-(9), and their respective truth-tables, are to a great extent similar; they have the same form. In fact, their only difference is that in the first, the letters A and B have been used, and in the second they have been substituted for P and Q, respectively. The logical connectives and have not changed. To see the point, let us translate each argument into the language of propositional logic we introduced above: 1. 2. 3. 7. 8. 9. The two arguments have something in common. Let us say that what they have in common is their logical form. As you can see, the logical connectives of the arguments have not changed. Since the two arguments have the same form, if one is valid, then the other must be valid, too. More generally, all arguments of this same form are valid. The liberating news is that our logician does not need to embark on the exasperating task of checking the validity of each and every argument separately. For if she already knows that a given argument is valid, and if she can also show that another argument has the same form as the first one, then she can be sure that the second argument is valid without having to design its truth-table. We said that an argument is valid if it is not possible for the premises to be true and the conclusion false. Now, LOGIC 27 we can say that every argument which shares its form with a valid argument is also valid, and consequently, every argument which shares its form with an invalid argument is also invalid. 1 1. All men are mortal 2. Socrates is a man 3. Socrates is mortal is of the same logical form as: 4. All men are immortal 5. Socrates is a man 6. Socrates is mortal Both of these arguments can be translated as follows: i. P ii. Q iii. R But (4)-(6), as opposed to (1)-(3), is invalid, for if all men are immortal and Socrates is a man, then Socrates is immortal. Thus, in propositional logic, both of these arguments have the same logical form, even though, from the perspective of a more expressive logic, such as first-order logic, which explains the role that quantifiers such as "all" and "some" play within arguments, only the first is valid. Thus, every argument which shares its form with a valid argument is valid within that logic, but not necessarily across the board. It is in this sense that the idea of logical form can be used to establish the (in)validity of arguments. For example, suppose that we want to check the validity of the following argument: 10. If Alice is reading Russell, then Alice is thinking of logic. 11. Alice is not reading Russell. 12. Alice is not thinking of logic. As soon as we see that (10)-(12) has the same form as (4)-(6), which we already know to be invalid, we can be assured that the former is also invalid without having to construct its truth-table. Thus, we can see that understanding the notion of validity in terms of logical form allows us to identify various formal fallacies. For example, the argument (10)-(12) is an instance of the fallacy of denying the antecedent. Thus, every argument which shares its form with (10)-(12) is also invalid. 1. It is more accurate to say that every argument which shares its form with an invalid argument is also invalid within that logic, but not necessarily for every logic. For example, in propositional logic, 28 FORMAL LOGIC There are three further questions we may ask about logical forms: (i) How can we "extract" the logical form from arguments which they share? That is, how can we show that various arguments are instances of a common logical form? (ii) What is the nature of a logical form? Is a logical form a thing, and if so, what sort of thing is it? (iii) Does each argument have only one logical form? In the following three sections, we shall talk about these three questions, respectively. EXTRACTING LOGICAL FORMS Let us, again, consider the arguments (1)-(3) and (7)-(9) which seem to share one and the same logical form. How can we show that they have a common logical form? First, we should represent them in logical symbols: 1. 2. 3. 7. 8. 9. To see what these two arguments have in common, we must abstract away from (or ignore or leave aside) the specific contents of their particular premises and conclusions, and thereby reveal a general form that is common to these arguments. For example, we must ignore whether Alex is or is not a rose; all that matters is to replace "Alex is a rose" with B. In this sense, to obtain or extract the logical form of an argument, we must abstract from the content of the premises and the conclusion by regarding them as mere place-holders in the form that the argument exhibits. As you may have noted, we do not extract away the content of the logical connectives. It is an important question as to why we do not abstract away from the logical connectives. The basic thought is that their meaning constitutes an important part of the logical form of an argument, and thereby in determining its (in)validity. To talk about logical forms, we shall use the lowercase Greek letters such as and . For example, we can represent the logical form that (1)-(3) and (7)-(9) share as follows: i. ii. iii. An analogy may help here: In mathematics, we think about particular arithmetical propositions such as " " and " ." But when we want to generalize, we use formulas that contain variables, and not specific numbers. For example, " " expresses something general about the behaviour of the natural numbers. Whatever natural numbers x and y stand for, " " remains true. The same goes with the variables and , which enable us to talk in a general way about the premises LOGIC 29 and conclusion of arguments. Whatever meaning and are given, that is, whatever propositions they express, (i)-(iii) remains valid, and so do all of its instances, such as (1)-(3) and (7)-(9). As mentioned above, extracting a certain logical form allows us to talk, in a general way, about premises and conclusions of arguments. It does not matter what specific objects and properties-what specific subject matter-they talk about. And this leads us, again, to our initial concern about the real subject matter of logic: Form can thus be studied independently of subject-matter, and it is mainly in virtue of their form, as it turns out, rather than their subject-matter that arguments are valid or invalid. Hence it is the forms of argument, rather than actual arguments themselves, that logic investigates. (Lemmon 1971, 4) According to this conception of logic, logicians are in a position to evaluate the validity of an argument, even if they do not strictly understand the content of the claims within the argument, nor under what conditions they would be true. Whether or not the claims within arguments are true, therefore, is not a matter for logic. Instead, what logic does is to explore the logical forms of arguments, and thereby establish their (in)validity. THE NATURE OF LOGICAL FORMS In this and the next section, we will look into more philosophical matters. In this section, we shall discuss our second question: what is the nature of a logical form? The question about the nature of logical form is reminiscent of the ancient question about the nature of universals. All red roses have something in common; they all share or instantiate something. But what is that thing, if it is a thing at all? Is the property of being red akin to a Platonic universal that exists independently of the red roses that instantiate it? Or is it like an Aristotelian universal whose existence depends on the existence of the particular roses? Perhaps, it does not have any existence at all; it is nothing more than a name or a label that we use to talk about red roses. We can ask exactly the parallel questions about logical forms: What is it that all valid arguments of the same form share or instantiate? Is it an entity in the world, or a symbol in language, or a mental construction formed and created by us? Assuming that logical forms exist, what are they? There are, generally speaking, two lines of thought here. According to the first, logical forms are schemata, and hence, are linguistic entities. According to the second, logical forms are properties: they are extra-linguistic entities, akin to universals. They are what schemata express or represent. (An analogy may help here: The expression "is happy" is a predicate; it is a linguistic item. But it expresses an extra-linguistic entity, such as the property of being happy.) Identifying logical forms with schemata appears to be quite intuitive. But it leads to a fallacy. As Timothy Smiley points out, the fallacy lies in "treating the medium as the message" (Smiley 1982, 3). Consider the logical form of (1)-(3): i. ii. iii. You may like, with equal right, to identify the logical form of (1)-(3) with: iv. 30 FORMAL LOGIC v. vi. And yet another logician may prefer to capture its logical form with a distinct set of variables: vii. viii. ix. Which of these are the logical form of (1)-(3)? There are many different ways to capture its logical form. Which one of them has the right to be qualified as the logical form of (1)-(3)? This question is pressing if logical forms are taken to be schemata, and hence to be linguistic entities. If a logical form is just a string of symbols, then it varies by using a distinct set of variables. There will be no non-arbitrary way to choose one as opposed to any other as the logical form of a given argument. In other words, there will be nothing to choose between these linguistically distinct entities and, hence, none of them could be identified with the logical form of the original argument. This may encourage us to identify logical forms as language-independent or language-invariant entities. On this view, logical forms are identified not with schemata, but with what schemata express or represent. They are worldly, rather than linguistic, entities. This view does not succumb to the above problem. Since, on this view, logical forms are worldly entities, none of the above candidates–i.e. (i)-(iii), (iv)-(vi), and (vii)-(ix)–is the logical form of (1)-(3). Rather, each of them expresses or represents its logical form. ONE LOGICAL FORM OR MANY? It seems then that we will be in a better position if we assume that logical forms are worldly entities. But this does not leave us completely home and dry, either. So far, we have assumed that logical forms are unique entities. That is, we assumed that arguments such as (1)-(3) and (7)-(9) have one and the same logical form. But is that the case? In general, objects can take many forms. For example, a particular sonnet can be both Petrarchan and Miltonic, and a vase can be both a cuboid and a cube. 2 Also, it seems that a single sentence can take many (at least, more than one) forms. Consider . What is its logical form? It seems that each of the following options works perfectly well as an answer to our question: it is a negation; it is a negation of a conditional; and it is a negation of a conditional whose consequent is a negation. 3 Now, suppose that each of these logical forms is a logical form of a given argument. In virtue of what is each of them a logical form of one and the same argument? That is, what explains the fact that different logical forms are forms of one and the same argument? What unifies them in this respect? One answer is to say that all of these forms have a common logical form. But then you can ask the same question about this common logical form, since this very form has further different forms. In virtue of what are these logical forms forms of one and the 2. See Oliver (2010, 172), where he disagrees with Strawson (195, 54). 3. This way of putting the point is due to Smith (2012, 81). LOGIC 31 same form? And this process can go endlessly. You have a logical form which itself has other logical forms, and so on. But this is not compatible with the thesis that logical forms are unique entities. 4 Question for Reflection It seems that we cannot always talk of the logical form that an argument or various arguments share. If this view is correct, then what are its philosophical implications? Can we still understand the notion of validity in terms of the notion of logical form? SUMMARY This chapter started with a question about the subject matter of formal logic: what is it that formal logic studies? We discussed the thesis that formal logic studies logical consequence through the form of arguments. We then explicated the notion of validity in terms of truth-tables, which specify the conditions under which a proposition is true or false–for example, a conditional proposition is false only when its antecedent is true and its consequence false; otherwise, it is true. Thus, as we discussed above, truth-tables can be employed to determine whether arguments formulated in the language of propositional logic are valid. We then dug further into what it means for arguments to have a logical form, and how their logical form impacts their (in)validity. The chief idea is that every argument which shares its logical form with a valid argument is also valid, and consequently, every argument which shares its logical form with an invalid argument is also invalid. We saw how this understanding of the notion of validity enables us to identify formal fallacies, such as the fallacy of affirming the consequent. We ended this chapter by asking three philosophical questions about the nature, existence, and uniqueness of logical forms. 4. This is reminiscent of the Aristotelian Third Man argument against Plato's theory of Forms. 32 FORMAL LOGIC EXERCISES Exercise One Using a truth-table, show that the following argument, which is known as the fallacy of affirming the consequent, is invalid: A \rightarrow B, B; / \therefore A . Exercise Two Using a truth-table, how that the following argument, which is known as the hypothetical syllogism, is valid: . [Hint: Your truth-table should have eight rows, as there are three propositional variables (A, B and C) that you need to include within it.] Exercise Three Use the truth-tables already given to you for the conditional and negation , and the two new truth-tables for conjunction and disjunction below, which are used to logically express common uses of the vernacular 'and' and 'or', respectively: Truth table for conjunction T T T T F F F T F F F F Truth table for disjunction T T T T F T F T T F F F Evaluate whether the following arguments are valid or invalid. Firstly, identify their logical form, and then use truthtables to establish their (in)validity. 1. We now know the situation. The Yankees either have to beat the Red Sox or they won't make it to the World Series, and they won't do the former. 2. Sarah will only pass the discrete mathematics exam if she knows her set theory. Fortunately, she does know set theory well, so she will pass the exam. 3. It just isn't the case that you can be a liberal and a Republican, so either you're not a Republican or you're not LOGIC 33 a liberal. 4. If Dylan goes to law or medical school then he'll be OK financially. Fortunately, he's going to law school. 34 FORMAL LOGIC CHAPTER 4. INFORMAL FALLACIES CASSIANO TERRA RODRIGUES As we have seen in previous chapters, one important feature of an argument is whether it is valid or not (in the case of deductive arguments), or if it's strong or weak (in the case of inductive and abductive arguments). This chapter outlines some of the important mistakes that can be made within arguments, ensuring they are either invalid, unsound, or weak within a determined context. Within philosophy, such mistakes are called fallacies. Particular focus here will be concentrated upon informal fallacies, mistakes not exclusively related to the logical form of the argument but including also its content. This means even deductively valid arguments can still be interpreted as fallacious if their premises are deemed unjustified for whatever reasons, including rhetorical reasons. Committing flaws in reasoning is in fact very common. Sometimes fallacies just pass unnoticed. But sometimes they are intended, whether because the arguer is uninterested in being reasonable or wishes to induce someone else to make a rational error. The importance of studying fallacies then appears: without being able to identify flaws in reasonings, we would accept-or refuse to accept-any conclusions without good reasons to do so, and would have to base our beliefs purely on the trust of others. A common practice of course, but is it reliable? More than just identifying flaws, the primary purpose of studying fallacies is to avoid falling foul of them. In order to best show why and when a certain means of reasoning does not support the truth of a conclusion, we need to engage in a systematic study of fallacies, which requires more than relying upon formal logic. We need to ask relevant questions about the content of the relevant arguments: Who speaks? To whom? From which perspective? With what purpose? For this reason, the study of fallacies must take into account not only failures in logic, but misuses of argumentative techniques. What is argumentatively appropriate in one context may not be in another. The appropriateness will depend on, among other things, the purpose of the argument and the intended audience. None of this means, however, that we cannot develop general standards for when we ought to recognise good reasoning and bad reasoning. Let us pay attention to three basic characteristics of good reasoning: 1. A good argument is logically well-framed. This is the minimum requirement: the premises of a good argument offer reasons for the conclusion. However, different individuals can have different ideas about what counts as a good reason or not-good reasons for one person can be inadequate for another. So, while necessary, this requirement isn't sufficient. LOGIC 35 2. As there may be disagreement about the premises, a good argument starts from acceptable premises, or premises that are warranted, and not only for the reasoner, but mainly for the audience. Of course, even though not true or plausible at all, certain premises may be acceptable, depending on the audience or even on the function of the argument in a given context. Considerations of form and content necessarily have to be taken together then. 3. The premises must contain relevant information for the conclusion-if not all that is relevant, at least enough to make the conclusion acceptable. Concealing relevant information is a well-known form of deceiving people, just as taking certain information for granted when it has been widely contested is a mistake. Fallacies contain errors in one or more of the senses given above. Of course, there are uncountable reasons for accepting a conclusion, such as social, cultural, and psychological reasons. However, the criteria for identifying good arguments are nevertheless logical criteria-that is, they are rational criteria, publicly open to evaluation. So, anyone could identify fallacies by paying attention to the following: 1. Do the premises support the conclusion, or only offer very weak support for the conclusion? 2. Are the premises well-supported? 3. Do the argument's premises include all the important relevant information? To avoid being fallacious, an argument must be able to answer all of these questions in the positive. Bearing this in mind, we do not need to attempt to provide an exhaustive list of each and every possible fallacy. All we must do is learn how to identify when and how those criteria are not met, so we can understand when and how arguments fail to be good. So, let us examine a taxonomy of fallacies, that is, how they are classified, and then a list of some common fallacies. TAXONOMY OF FALLACIES Our taxonomy of fallacies aims to categorise fallacies into distinct groups, highlighting the distinctive problems that members of each group possess. Our most general division is the above mentioned distinction between formal and informal fallacies. As mistakes in the form of deductive arguments have already been covered in Chapter 3, in this chapter we focus on mistakes of the second kind: informal fallacies. Informal fallacies are so called because their errors lie not in their logical form. Instead, to appreciate what is wrong with them, we must look at the argument's content, and thus we must examine if the reasoning within the argument meets our other criteria presented above-relevant information and acceptable premises. Such informal fallacies are normally divided into the following three general categories: Relevance fallacies: Fallacies of this kind do not present relevant information, or present irrelevant information for the conclusion. Ambiguity fallacies: Such fallacies employ unclear or equivocal terms or propositions, so that it becomes impossible to grasp a precise sense of what is being argued for. One may be led to think there may even be no sense at all, due to the indeterminacy of meaning. Fallacies of presumption: In such flawed reasoning, the conclusion rests upon certain assumptions 36 INFORMAL FALLACIES not explicitly stated in the premises. Such assumptions are false, or at least uncertain, implausible or unjustified, so that the premises do not strictly support the conclusion. Explicating the lurking assumption usually suffices to demonstrate the argument's insufficiency, either due to a lack of relevant information or unacceptable premises. COMMON INFORMAL FALLACIES The following list is not exhaustive and presents only some of the more common fallacies, for the sake of illustration. They are intentionally not classified according to the classification above-this is a task for you to accomplish after reading this chapter, as an exercise (there is another one at the end of the chapter, and few questions you should answer here and there). Tradition dictates the names are presented in Latin, some of which are more famous than the vernacular. Argument directed to the person (Argumentum ad hominem) This fallacy consists in attacking the person instead of treating the argument that the person is proposing. Consequently, the character or the personal circumstances of the speaker is raised to invalidate his or her arguments, rather than any fault identified with the argument itself. This is a very common fallacy, of which there are various forms. It will be useful to highlight two of them: • Offensive ad hominem. This form of ad hominem consists in calling into question the moral character of the speaker, thus attempting to dismiss the trustworthiness of the person rather than showing the actual mistakes in their arguments. The offensive ad hominem dismisses a certain opinion on the grounds that those who sustain it are to be dismissed, whatever the independent qualities of the opinion. • Circumstantial ad hominem. The personal circumstances of one who makes or rejects a claim are irrelevant to the truth of what is claimed. This fallacy ignores this important fact by attempting to undermine someone's argument on the basis of their background, or current circumstances. For example, one might try to argue that we ought not listen to another's argument as they will benefit from the conclusion's truth. Such an appeal would obviously be unjustified. The Straw Man fallacy This is a very common fallacy. According to the principle of charity in argumentation analysis, the strongest interpretation of an argument should always be preferred. The straw man fallacy is the direct refusal to adhere to this principle, and consists in reducing an argument to some weaker version of it simply in order to strike it down. The original strength of the argument is thereby missed and, reduced to a caricature, can be easily refuted. The fallacy's name comes from the fact that a straw man is easier to beat down than a real man. Some vegan activists claim their opponents often commit this fallacy by stating that if vegans have so much respect for animal life, they should accord the same respect to plant life as well. Vegans may justifiably claim this as a misrepresentation of their own position, and thus doesn't diminish the position's legitimacy. The straw man fallacy differs from the ad hominem fallacy in that it does not attempt to undermine the argument by directly attacking the person. Appeal to power or threat of force (Argumentum ad baculum) In Latin, "baculum" means a cudgel, bat or stick for hitting. An argument with a cudgel is then an appeal to brute force, or a threat of using force instead of reasoning in order to ensure one's conclusion is accepted. The ad LOGIC 37 baculum is a sort of intimidation, either literally by physical power or any other kind of threat, so someone feels constrained to accept the conclusion independently of its truth. When someone threatens to use force or power, or any other kind of intimidation instead of reasoning and arguing, one indeed abandons logic. This can then be taken as the utmost fallacy, the most radical way of trying to impose a conclusion without reasoning in favor of it. Think, for instance, of when someone raises their voice as a form of intimidation to force the acceptance of a conclusion, without giving reasons. A historical example of this fallacy comes from the El Salvador guerrillas' use of a slogan in the 1980s, in order to prevent people from voting: "vote in the morning; die in the afternoon" (Manwarring and Prisk 1988, 186).The threat, of course, need not be overtly stated. In cinema, one of the most famous lines of Don Corleone, the Mafia character played by Marlon Brando in Francis F. Coppola's The Godfather (1972), is: "I'm gonna make him an offer he cannot refuse." One has to watch the movie to see why this is an ad baculum. Figure 1: Only one character in the cartoon commits the ad baculum. Which one? Source Begging the question (Petitio principii) This fallacy arises when the argument's premises assume the truth of the very conclusion they are supposed to be providing evidence for, so that in order to accept the premises one has first to accept the conclusion. As in such cases the conclusion acts as a support for itself, the Latin name "petition of the principles" is thereby explained. Such arguments are fallacious because they are useless in establishing the truth of the conclusion, even if ultimately the argument's premises are true and the argument is definitely valid. Why then is this type of argument fallacious? Well, we desire independent evidence for our conclusions. After all, if we already knew the conclusion was true, we wouldn't require an argument to prove it. Arguments that beg the question, however, provide no such independent evidence. Would you justify your statements just by rephrasing them? Arguments that beg the question, then, are troublesome because they pretend to be providing independent evidence for the conclusion when in reality they are simply restating the conclusion, or assuming its truth, within the premises. For instance, when someone argues men are better than women in logical reasoning because men are more rational than women, this is to beg the question. Now, if being logical just means being rational, then what has been said is just that men are more logical because they are more logical. Thus the argument simply assumes the very point it is attempting to demonstrate. 38 INFORMAL FALLACIES A Question for You! Can you spot some examples of this fallacy? And can you tell when a circularity in reasoning is not a fallacy? Explain. Appeal to popular opinion (Argumentum ad populum) The Latin means more precisely "appeal to the populace." This fallacy consists in the mistake of assuming an idea is true just because it's popular. Such arguments are fallacious because collective enthusiasm or popular sentiment are not good reasons to support a conclusion. This is a very common fallacy in demagogic discourses, propaganda, movies, and TV shows. Think, for instance, of marketing campaigns that say "products of brand x are better because they are good sellers." Or when someone says: "everyone agrees with this, why don't you?" But the "this" can be false even if everyone thinks it is true. The image below illustrates nicely this fallacy: Figure 2: Can you explain the fallacy in this cover of an Elvis album ? Source Appeal to pity (Argumentum ad misericordiam) This happens when someone appeals to the audience's sentiments to compel support for a conclusion without giving reasons for its truth. A clear example of this fallacy is provided by Patricia Velasco: "[I]t is not uncommon to find students who appeal to the teacher's sentiments in order to obtain, for instance, a grade review, by reciting an unending roll of personal problems: dogs are sacrificed, marital engagements are broken, grandmothers are hospitalized" (Velasco 2010, 123). In courts, this kind of fallacy is common, as when the humanitarian sentiments of the jury are appealed to without LOGIC 39 discussing the facts of the case. There is a very famous and peculiar case of a youth who murdered his mother and father, and then had his attorney plead for a lighter penalty claiming the youth had become an orphan (Copi, Cohen & McMahon 2014, 115). Sometimes the evocation of sentiments is not fallacious. It can be perfectly reasonable, for example, to combine reasons for a conclusion with an appeal to outrage or anger towards a certain action. This fallacy occurs when appealing to emotions absolutely replaces giving reasons-aiming at persuasion through eliciting emotions solely, without attempting to rationally support the conclusion-so that sentimentalism is used to produce the acceptance of the conclusion, no matter what is true. Appeal to ignorance (Argumentum ad ignorantiam) This fallacy consists in assuming that the lack of evidence for a position is enough to demonstrate its falsity and, inversely, the lack of evidence for its falsity is enough to entail its truth. This is a very simple fallacy, for we cannot assert the truth of a proposition based on the lack of proof of its falsity, and vice versa. Lack of evidence is a flaw in our knowledge, and not a property of the claim itself. For instance, to say extraterrestrials exist because there is no proof of their non-existence would be to neglect the fact there may be no independent positive evidence for their existence either. The rational attitude to have when we have no evidence for either position is to suspend judgement on the matter. A Question for You! Can you imagine contexts in which ad ignorantiam is not a fallacy? Can you explain from your examples why it is not a fallacy? Appeal to authority (Argumentum ad verecundiam) These are arguments based upon the appeal to some authority, rather than independent reasons. We identify it when the speaker starts to cite famous "authorities," dropping names instead of giving his or her own reasons, thus recognizing his or her own incapacity to establish the conclusion of the matter at hand, as if saying: "I acknowledge my ignorance, there are others who know better than me on this subject." This explains its Latin name: "argumentum ad verecundiam," which is more properly translated as argument based on modesty, or coyness, referring to the speaker, who invokes an authority to support their case. Notice that an appeal to authority can be legitimate if the authority invoked really is an authority on the subject. If you think of citing Hegel in discussing matters of philosophy, or Marie Curie in chemistry or physics, then the appeal could be reasonable. But invoking Marie Curie's ideas when talking about football, for instance, would in all likelihood be irrelevant. In other words, an appeal to authority becomes illegitimate when instead of giving reasons and constructing an independent inference for the conclusion, someone seeks to base a conclusion on the say-so of a putative authority, even though this someone is not a competent authority on the subject under discussion. The appeal then is fallacious. But even the highest authority's opinion on some subject is not enough by itself to establish a conclusion. No conclusion is true or false just because some specialist has said so. Rather, 40 INFORMAL FALLACIES one's appeal to the word of the authority is merely a shorthand for, "they will be able to provide you with independent support for my conclusion." If they cannot, then the conclusion is not supported by your appeal to their authority, whatever you say. A Question for You! Can you find other examples of this fallacy? What warrants legitimacy to an authority-community consensus? Expertise? A combination of both? What else? Figure 3: Is a doctor a trustworthy authority in this respect? Notice the stress on the brand of cigarettes, written in red capitals. This is a type of fallacy not discussed in this chapter. Can you tell which? Source Hasty generalization This fallacy is committed whenever one holds a conclusion without sufficient data to support it. In other words, the information used as a basis for the conclusion may well be true, but nonetheless unrepresentative of the majority. Some widely known generalizations are unjustified for just this reason, such as "all Brazilians are football lovers," "atheists are immoral people," and "the ends justify the means." Such generalizations are based on an insufficient set of cases, and cannot be justified with only a few confirming instances. Our beliefs about the world are commonly based on such generalizations. In fact, it is a hard task not to do so! But that does not mean we should accept such generalizations without examination, and before seeking enough evidence to support them. Equivocation This is one of the most common fallacies. Whenever a term or expression appears with different meanings in the premises and in the conclusion, the fallacy of equivocation occurs. In these cases, the speaker relies upon the ambiguity of elements of language and shifts their meaning throughout the argument, forcing the audience LOGIC 41 to accept more than is entailed by the argument when any one fixed meaning is given to the relevant terms. A classical example is: The end of a thing is its perfection. Death is the end of life. /∴ Death is the perfection of life. Here, "end" can mean "goal" or "termination," so the conclusion could be that the goal of life is perfection, or that life is perfected only when it is terminated. Apart from metaphysical considerations, the argument is only apparently valid, since the change in meaning and context make at least one of the premises or conclusion implausible. A Question for You! Can you rephrase the argument to make the fallacy clear? 42 INFORMAL FALLACIES EXERCISES Exercise One For each statement identify the informal fallacy. Example: Incest must be immoral, because people all over the world for many centuries have seen it as immoral. Answer: This is an appeal to popular opinion (and, in particular, tradition) to suggest that a particular act is immoral when, unless one makes the additional argument that morality is nothing more than the accepted norms within a society, popular opinion is no evidence at all for the claim that an act is moral or immoral. 1. It's not wrong for newspapers to pass on rumours about sex scandals. Newspapers have a duty to print stories that are in the public interest, and the public clearly have a great interest in rumours about sex scandals since when newspapers print such stories, their circulation increases. 2. Free trade will be good for this country. The reason is patently clear. Isn't it obvious that unrestricted commercial relations will bestow on all sections of this nation the benefits which result when there is an unimpeded flow of goods between countries? 3. Of course the party in power is opposed to shorter terms, that's just because they want to stay in power longer. 4. A student of mine told me that I am her favorite professor, and I know that she's telling the truth, because no student would lie to her favorite professor. 5. Anyone who tries to violate a law, even if the attempt fails, should be punished. People who try to fly are trying to violate the law of gravity, so they should be punished. 6. There are more Buddhists than followers of any other religion, so there must be some truth to Buddhism. Exercise Two Now try to find your own fallacies, both those types discussed and new ones. Here are some other types of fallacies to get you started. First, ascertain the fallacy, and then identify cases of it: • False cause (two kinds: non causa pro causa and post hoc ergo propter hoc) • Converse accident • The player fallacy • Loaded question • Irrelevant conclusion (ignoratio elenchi) LOGIC 43 • False analogy • Poisoning the well • Complex question (two kinds: composition and division) • Slippery slope 44 INFORMAL FALLACIES CHAPTER 5. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS MICHAEL SHAFFER The concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions play central and vital roles in analytic philosophy. For example, being an unmarried male is a necessary condition for being a bachelor and being a bachelor is a sufficient condition for being an unmarried male. That these concepts are vital to philosophy is beyond question, and it is primarily because the orthodox account of the methodology of analytic philosophy involves the contention that philosophy aims to yield accurate specifications of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, such as the claim that all bachelors are unmarried men. It is, then, obviously and deeply important to philosophy that we have an adequate logical grasp of these concepts. In terms of both propositional and first-order logic the concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions are intimately related to the concept of the conditional (i.e. a statement of the form "if p, then q") as the following canonical account makes clear. 1 Where S(p, q) means "p is a sufficient condition for q" and N(q, p) means "q is a necessary condition for p", means "if p, then q," and means "p and q are logically equivalent," the following two definitions are supposed to represent these two important ideas: (D1) (D2) In effect, D1 and D2 are then intended to be the standard logical interpretations of our ordinary language concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions framed in terms of classical propositional logic. 2 They are based on the idea that necessary and sufficient conditions can be exhaustively defined in terms of the conditional understood as material implication and represented by the "→" of classical propositional logic with the following familiar truth conditions: 3 1. As given previously in Chapter 3. 2. See, for example, Copi, Cohen and Flage (2007, 196, 446, 449) and Fisher (2001, 241). 3. The concept of the material conditional introduced here is just a formalization of what we were previously and informally calling "conditionals". LOGIC 45 Truth table for material conditional T T T T F F F T T F F T Of course, material implication plays an important role in reasoning in general, particularly with respect to the following valid inferential forms in classical propositional logic, as we saw in Chapter3. Affirming the Antecedent (Modus Ponens) 1. 2. 3. Denying the Consequent (Modus Tollens) 1. 2. 3. These inference forms have important connections to the concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions, and to how we reason using them. In the case of affirming the antecedent, the first premise can be understood to be the claim that A is sufficient for B, and the second premise the claim that the condition A obtains. So, from these claims it validly follows that B obtains. In the case of denying the consequent, the first premise can be read as the claim that B is a necessary condition for A and the second premise as the claim that B does not obtain. From these premises it validly follows that A does not obtain. However, the following inferential forms involving material implication are invalid in classical propositional logic: Affirming the Consequent 1. 2. 3. 46 NECESSARY & SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS Denying the Antecedent 1. 2. 3. These invalid inference forms also are importantly related to the concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions. In the case of affirming the consequent, the first premise can be read as the claim that A is a necessary condition for B and the second premise as the claim that B is true. But, from these premises it does not validly follow that A is also true. The fact that B is necessary for A does not ensure it is also sufficient for A. In the case of denying the antecedent, the first premise can be read as the claim that A is a sufficient condition for B and the second premise as the claim that A is not true. From these premises it does not validly follow that B is not true, as some other condition that suffices for B might, in fact, obtain. Moreover, where NS(p, q) means "p is necessary and sufficient for q, and q is necessary and sufficient for p," such jointly necessary and sufficient conditions take the following form: 4 (D3) However, since the formula is equivalent to the formula in classical propositional logic, sets of such necessary and sufficient conditions can be more compactly defined in terms of logical equivalence as follows: (D4) This concept is just the idea that the truth values of p and q are always the same, and the notion of logical equivalence has the following truth conditions: Truth table for logical equivalence T T T T F F F T F F F T Sets of jointly necessary and sufficient conditions are, then, just definitions regimented as sentences of this sort. For example, it turns out that being a bachelor and being an unmarried male are jointly necessary and sufficient conditions for one another. Now why, specifically, are the concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions, so understood, of such central significance in contemporary analytic philosophy? 4. NS(p, q) is then equivalent to S(p, q) & S(q, p) & N(p, q) & N(q, p). LOGIC 47 CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS AND NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS The central account of the methods of contemporary analytic philosophy is predicated on the claim that philosophical methodology is intuition-driven conceptual analysis that aims to determine true sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. In fact, according to a significant number of philosophers, such conceptual analysis is the only method of philosophy. For the purposes at hand, this account of the methods of philosophy will be referred to as the standard philosophical method (SPM). Conceptual analyses take the form of specifications of the content of a pre-theoretical concept (the analysans) through the articulation of a set of necessary and sufficient conditions (the analysandum or analysanda), and here we find the locus of the connection between the concepts of necessary and sufficient conditions and philosophical methodology. This methodological account of philosophy can be more completely characterized as follows: (1) Conceptual analyses take the form of proposed definitions (i.e. sets of necessary and sufficient conditions) of analysanda. (2) The adequacy of any analysandum can be tested against concrete and/or imagined cases. (3) Whether or not a proposed analysandum is adequate with respect to a given case can be determined by the use of a priori intuition, with a priori intuition being a distinct, reliable and fallible non-sensory mental faculty. 5 (4) Intuition allows us to reliably access knowledge about concepts. (5) The method of reflective equilibrium is the particular method by which intuitions can be used to confirm/disconfirm analysanda. 6 According to the defenders of SPM, this is essentially the orthodox methodology of analytic philosophy, and it has been assumed to be adequate for the solution of philosophical problems by a significant number of both practicing and prominent philosophers throughout the recent history of philosophy. For example, this is the contention made by Colin McGinn in a recent book. McGinn is not in the least bit tentative in his blanket defense of SPM as the one and only method of philosophy. With this aim in mind, early in his 2012 book he makes the following extended declaration about philosophy: ... it is not a species of empirical enquiry, and it is not methodologically comparable to the natural sciences (though it is comparable to the formal sciences). It seeks the discovery of essences. It operates "from the armchair": that is, by unaided (usually solitary) contemplation. Its only experiments are thoughtexperiments, and its data are possibilities (or "intuitions" about possibilities). Thus philosophy seeks a priori knowledge of objective being-of non-linguistic and non-conceptual reality. We are investigating being as such, but we do so using only a priori methods. (McGinn 2012, 4) As should be immediately apparent, this is a clear, straightforward, and ringing endorsement of SPM as it has been understood here. To buttress this contention we need only take note of his other claims that "...the proper method for uncovering the essence of things is precisely conceptual analysis," (McGinn 2012, 4) and that "philosophy, 5. A priori knowledge is knowledge totally independent of any experience. 6. Recent defenses of SPM include: Bealer (1996), Jackson (1998), and McGinn (2012). For closely related views, see Braddon-Mitchell and Nola (2009). See Shaffer (forthcoming) for extensive discussion of this view. Reflective equilibrium is the method of bringing intuitively true cases into conformity with a rule or principle. 48 NECESSARY & SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS correctly conceived, simply is conceptual analysis" (McGinn 2012, 11). In effect, he believes then that we arrive at such analyses by considering possible cases and asking ourselves whether the concept applies or not in those cases-that is by consulting our "intuitions" about such cases (McGinn 2012, 5). What is also important for the purposes at hand is his acknowledgment that this account of philosophical methodology "was really the standard conception for most of the history of the subject, in one form or another" (McGinn 2012, 7). So, not only does McGinn endorse SPM as the sole methodology of contemporary philosophy, but he also claims that it is the enduring methodology of philosophical inquiry throughout its history. 7 One important clarification regarding McGinn's version of SPM concerns the nature of the object of analysis (the analysans) and, more importantly, the nature of the analysandum itself as they are typically understood (i.e. as definitions of a particular sort framed as sets of necessary and sufficient conditions). Carl Hempel usefully makes a crucial distinction in this regard, which we can use to illuminate the standard view of such definitions: The word "definition" has come to be used in several different senses....A real definition is conceived of as a statement of the "essential characteristics" of some entity, as when man is defined as a rational animal or a chair as a separate moveable seat for one person. A nominal definition, on the other hand, is a convention which merely introduces an alternative-and usually abbreviated-notation for a given linguistic expression, in the manner of a stipulation. (Hempel 1952, 2) Moreover, he tells us further that some real definitions are to be understood as meaning analyses, or as analytic definitions, of the term in question. The validation of such claims requires only that we know the meanings of the constituent expressions, and no empirical investigation is necessary to determine the correctness of the analysandum (Hempel 1952, 8). This is, of course, precisely what McGinn has in mind with respect to conceptual analysis. It is, then, worth making the obvious point that conceptual analysis is the operation of analyzing concepts via proposing definitions, but to point that out is not enough to fully grasp the view. It is true that SPM is a method that takes as inputs our concepts, but it involves the clear recognition that the definitions involved are to be understood as meaning analyses rather than as nominal or stipulative (i.e. "dictionary") definitions. So, for example, the question of whether knowledge is justified true belief is just the question of the analysis of the concept of knowledge in terms of definitions constituted by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions understood as a meaning analysis. Conceptual analysis is then a method of doing something with concepts that we already possess-wherever they have ultimately come from. 8 It is defining a pre-theoretical concept by offering a synonymous expression. It then appears to be the case that the defenders of SPM must believe that concepts have the form of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, that such analyses are meaning analyses, and that analyses of our pre-analytic concepts are informative. Typical analysanda are thus kinds of decompositions of pre-analytic concepts. They are conceptual truths with the form of analytic definitions. So, for McGinn and other like-minded thinkers, analysanda have a very simple logical form, and we can see this via the example of the analysis of the concept of knowledge. Where Kx is "x is knowledge", Jx is "x is justified", Tx is "x is true" and Bx is "x is believed", the standard analysis of knowledge looks like this: 7. See McGinn (2012, 4-11) for a summary of significant historical examples of the use of SPM, including some of those discussed here in more detail. 8. Strictly speaking, conceptual analyses can also involve some degree of alteration in the content of the pre-theoretical concepts, as often happens when such analysis involves making a concept more precise. LOGIC 49 x is Kx x is Jx & x is Tx & x is Bx This analysis is supposed to tell us the true nature, or essence, of the concept of knowledge in terms of a finite set of defining essential features, with the logical form of a set of jointly necessary and sufficient conditions. So, providing such an analysis involves decomposing the analysans into a list of features, thus exposing in some important sense the content of the concept. A PROBLEM WITH THE ORTHODOX VIEW AND SPM Many recent critics have attacked SPM in terms of (2)-(5) by challenging the reliability of the faculty of intuition. This is the main line of criticism against SPM offered by many defenders of what is called experimental philosophy, and it is an interesting criticism of orthodox philosophy indeed. However, some critics have alternatively attacked SPM by challenging (1) on the basis of the theory of concepts it assumes; specifically, the idea that concepts can be adequately captured by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. 9 One version of this latter form of criticism is particularly relevant to this chapter. This criticism is based on the contention that SPM wrongly assumes that concepts take the form of necessary and sufficient conditions at all. Call this the potential vacuity problem. The Potential Vacuity Problem The problem of potential vacuity arises as follows, and is based on Ludwig Wittgenstein's infamous remarks about the theory of concepts assumed in SPM. He addressed the matter of the reliability of SPM in his Philosophical Investigations and The Blue and Brown Books, and therein Wittgenstein attacks the foundation of the project of conceptual analysis by attempting to undermine (1) via examination of the claim that concepts have the form of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. 10 First, Wittgenstein rejected the notion that most, or even perhaps any, concepts can be defined precisely via the specification of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, and that this is a problem central to orthodox philosophy. This important revelation was made by noting that philosophical attempts at conceptual analysis have systematically failed to produce the goods. He tells us explicitly that, We are unable to clearly circumscribe the concepts we use; not because we don't know their real definition, but because there is no real "definition" to them. (Wittgenstein 1958, 25) Second, he sought to replace the notion of concepts understood as sets of necessary and sufficient conditions with an alternative theory of concepts. This alternative account of concepts is based on the notion of a "family resemblance relation." To see the first point more clearly, let us look at Wittgenstein's favorite example from his Philosophical Investigations. Wittgenstein specifically argued that the concept of a game cannot be correctly analyzed in terms of a set of necessary and sufficient conditions. This is because games do not share some set of defining features in common. Rather, the members of the set of games are only similar to one another in some respects, and it is these relations of similarity that constitute the family of games. As we have seen, SPM assumes the following principle: 9. See Moore (1968) and Wittgenstein (1953), for example. Moore's paradox of analysis appears to show that such analyses are uninformative, and Wittgenstein claims that concepts have the form of family resemblances, rather than sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. See also Brennan (2017) and Shaffer (2015) for additional worries about the nature of necessary and sufficient conditions. 10. See Wittgenstein (1953), Lakoff (1987), Ramsey (1998), Rosch and Mervis (1998), and McGinn (2012, Ch. 3) for more on this matter. 50 NECESSARY & SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS (CON) For any concept C, there exists a set of necessary and sufficient conditions that constitutes the content of C. Wittgenstein's attack on SPM is mounted via an attack on CON, and this is the fundamental ground of the potential vacuity problem. Essentially, the gist of the problem is that if there are no (or even just very few) concepts that can be correctly regimented as sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, there can be no (or very few) correct conceptual analyses in the sense of SPM. The basis of Wittgenstein's criticism then can be understood as follows: it is clear from the consideration of examples across the history of philosophy that most or all philosophical attempts to analyze concepts by providing sets of necessary and sufficient conditions have failed. This is because, for any proposed set of necessary or sufficient conditions intended to be the correct analysis of a concept, there are instances of that concept that do not meet the set of proposed defining conditions. Think back to Wittgenstein's favorite example of the concept of a game. Poker and soccer are both plausibly taken to be games and so we might, for example, posit that something is a game, if and only if, that activity involves a winner and a loser. But, the game patty cake is another plausible case of a game and does not have a winner and a loser. So, this definition of a game in terms of a set of necessary and sufficient conditions fails. Wittgenstein claims that this example generalizes, and the presumptive best explanation for the failed philosophical attempts to articulate the contents of concepts in terms of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions is that the contents of concepts are not captured by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions (i.e. the denial of CON). In other words, Wittgenstein holds that for any (or, at least most) attempt(s) to specify the contents of concepts in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions, we will find counter-examples. As a replacement for CON, Wittgenstein introduces the notion of a family resemblance class. The central idea is that the cases that fall under a concept are related to one another not by a defining set of necessary and sufficient conditions, but rather by complex overlapping similarity conditions that relate groups of members of the total set of cases that fall under the concept. However, no one set of conditions holds for all and only the members that exhibit that concept. Thus, if Wittgenstein is correct, the reason that there are no correct conceptual analyses is due to the fact that concepts cannot be analysed in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. SPM is, thus, potentially (if not actually) vacuous. Prospective Solutions to the Potential Vacuity Problem Does Wittgenstein's criticism signal defeat of the SPM, then? Not necessarily. Colin McGinn (2012) proposes a solution to the problem. First, notice that Wittgenstein's criticism is a direct denial of (1). 11 McGinn responds by biting the bullet against Wittgenstein and arguing that, although they are very often difficult to articulate, concepts are properly characterized by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. Pace Wittgenstein, our failure to articulate definitive examples of such analyses is no reason to suppose that there are no such things. More cleverly, he shows how Wittgenstein's criticism can be effectively rebutted in the following way. As we have seen, Wittgenstein's claim that concepts cannot be captured by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions is supposed to follow from his investigation of the concept of a game. But, as McGinn points out, from the fact that it is difficult to produce the goods in this (or any other) case, it does not necessarily follow that there are no such analyses (McGinn 2012, 21-28). 11. Wittgenstein's criticism also has important additional application to views, like that of McGinn, where conceptual truths are understood to be necessary truths. This is because if concepts are not captured by sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, and only have the form of sets of cases related by family resemblances, then it is not easily understood how they could possibly be necessarily true definitions. This is simply because relations of resemblance between things appear to be contingent relations. LOGIC 51 Second, Wittgenstein uses this point in support of the claim that concepts actually have the structure of a set of family resemblance relations between paradigm and non-paradigm elements in the extension of a concept. What McGinn then shows is that Wittgenstein's own theory of concepts in terms of family resemblances presupposes that concepts can be captured by a special type of necessary and sufficient conditions: for any concept C, the nonparadigmatic members of C bear a family resemblance relation to the paradigmatic case(s) of C. 12 So, it would appear to be the case that according to Wittgenstein, something is necessarily a concept, if and only if, it is a set of entities related by family resemblance relations to one or more paradigm cases. As such, McGinn rightly claims that Wittgenstein does not reject SPM. Rather, in his treatment of the concept of game he is "favoring a particular form of it-one in which the analysis takes the form 'family-resembles paradigm games' (such as chess, tennis, etc.)" (McGinn 2012, 18-19). However, this response does nothing to defuse the problem that such specifications of conceptual contents cannot plausibly be necessary truths, as McGinn and other defenders of SPM typically believe. This is because family resemblance relations cannot plausibly be understood to be necessary truths. In other words, it is clearly not the case that resemblance relations between objects are such that they are true in all possible worlds. 13 This is the case because resemblances are not purely objective relations between objects. They are perceiver relative, and so vary depending on what features one focuses on. For example, a pen resembles a pencil when one focuses on the function of writing. But, a pen and a pencil do not resemble one another when one focuses instead on the feature of containing ink. 12. Paradigm members of a family resemblance class are the obvious central cases, whereas non-paradigmatic cases are less central and obvious cases of that class. So, for example, a robin is a paradigmatic case of the class of birds, whereas a penguin is (plausibly) a non-paradigmatic case of a bird. 13. This understanding of necessary truth as claims that are true in all possible worlds is the standard concept of a necessary truth. Such truths cannot be false in any consistent arrangement of what could possibly exist. 52 NECESSARY & SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS EXERCISES Exercise One For each pair, decide whether the first member of the pair is either a necessary condition for the second, a sufficient condition, or neither. Example: Bob's car is blue/Bob's car is coloured Answer: Bob's car being blue is sufficient for it being coloured, as its being blue ensures that it is coloured. However, it isn't a necessary condition, for Bob's car could be coloured without being blue-it could be red, for example. 1. Bob drew the eight of Spades from an ordinary deck of playing cards. Bob drew a black card from a deck of ordinary playing cards. 2. Alice has a brother-in-law. Alice is not an only child. 3. Alice's daughter is married. Alice is a parent. 4. Alice's daughter is married. Alice is a grandmother. 5. Some women pay taxes. Some taxpayers are women. 6. All women pay taxes. All taxpayers are women. 7. Being a mammal. Being warm blooded. 8. Being warm blooded. Being a mammal. LOGIC 53 Exercise Two For each claim, rewrite it in terms of necessary and/or sufficient conditions. Example: You can't play football without a ball Answer: Having a ball is necessary for playing football. 1. You must pay if you want to enter. 2. A cloud chamber is needed to observe subatomic particles. 3. If something is an electron it is a charged particle. 4. Your car is only cool if it's a Honda. 5. Being a triangle just is being a three-sided two-dimensional shape. Exercise Three Test for yourself the traditional philosophical assumption that concepts are defined by necessary and sufficient conditions. Try to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the following concepts, and then test these set of conditions with potential counterexamples: • Spoon. • Garden. • Success. • Health (mental and physical). Potential counterexamples to your analysis of these concepts in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions can either take the form of: i) Cases that the concept should apply to, but which don't fulfill your necessary and sufficient conditions. ii) Cases that the concept should not apply to, but which do fulfill your necessary and sufficient conditions. 54 NECESSARY & SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS REFERENCES & FURTHER READING REFERENCES Audi, Robert. 1983. "The Applications of Conceptual Analysis." Metaphilosophy 14: 87-105. Bealer, George. 1996. "A Priori Knowledge and the Scope of Philosophy." Philosophical Studies 81: 121-42. Braddon-Mitchell, David and Robert Nola. 2009. Conceptual Analysis and Philosophical Naturalism. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Copi, Irving, Carl Cohen and Daniel Flage. 2007. Essentials of Logic. 2nd ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Prentice-Hall. Copi, Irving, Carl Cohen and Kenneth McMahon. 2014. Introduction to Logic. 14th ed. Pearson Education Limited. Fisher, Alec. 2001. Critical Thinking. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Hempel, Carl. 1952. Fundamentals of Concept Formation in Empirical Science. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Jackson, Frank. 1998. From Metaphysics to Ethics: A Defense of Conceptual Analysis. New York: Oxford University Press. Kahane, Howard and Paul Tidman. 2002. Logic and Philosophy: A Modern Introduction. 9th ed. Wadsworth Cengage Learning. Lakoff, George. 1987. Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Lemmon, Edward John. 1971. Beginning Logic. Chapman and Hall. MacFarlane, John. 2000. What Does it Mean to Say that Logic is Formal? PhD thesis. University of Pittsburgh. Manwarring, Max G. and Court Prisk, eds. 1988. El Salvador at War: An Oral History of the Conflict from the 1979 Insurrection to the Present. Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press. McGinn, Colin. 2012. Truth by Analysis. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Moore, G. E. 1968. "A Reply to my Critics, §11: Analysis." In The Philosophy of G. E. Moore, ed. Paul Schilpp, 660-667. 3rd ed. La Salle, IL: Open Court. Oliver, Alex. 2010. "The Matter of Form: Logic's Beginnings." In The Force of Argument: Essays in Honor of Timothy Smiley, eds. Timothy J. Smiley, John Lear, and Alex Oliver, 165-185. New York: Routledge. LOGIC 55 Ramsey, William. 1998. "Prototypes and Conceptual Analysis." In Rethinking Intuition, eds. Michael Depaul and William Ramsey, 161-78. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield. Rosch, Eleanor and Carolyn Mervis. 1998. "Family Resemblances: Studies in Internal Structure of Categories." In Rethinking Intuition, eds. Michael Depaul and William Ramsey, 17-44. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield. Shaffer, Michael. Forthcoming. The Experimental Turn and the Methods of Philosophy. Routledge. Shaffer, Michael. 2015. "The Problem of Necessary and Sufficient Conditions and Conceptual Analysis." Metaphilosophy 46: 555-63. Smiley, Timothy. 1982. "The Schematic Fallacy." Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 83: 1-17. Smith, Nicholas J. J. 2012. Logic: The Laws of Truth. Princeton: Princeton University Press. Strawson, Peter Frederick. 1952. An Introduction to Logical Theory. London: Methuen. Velasco, P. Del Nero. 2010. Educando para a Argumentação. Belo Horizonte, Brazil: Autêntica Editora. Wittgenstein, Ludwig. 1953. Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe. Oxford: MacMillan. Wittgenstein, Ludwig. 1958. The Blue and Brown Books. New York: Harper. FURTHER READING General Introductions to Logic Bowell, Tracey and Gary Kemp. 2002. Critical Thinking: A Concise Guide. New York/Oxford: Routledge. Groarke, Leo. 2017. "Informal Logic." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2017/entries/logic-informal/ Priest, Graham. 2017. Logic: A Very Short Introduction. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Sinnott-Armstrong, Walton and Robert Fogelin. 2015. Understanding Arguments: An Introduction to Informal Logic. 9th ed. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning. Thomson, Anne. 2008. Critical Reasoning: A Practical Introduction. London/New York: Routledge. Types of Arguments Douven, Igor. 2017. "Abduction." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2017/entries/abduction/ Russel, Bertrand. 2001. "On Induction." In The Problems of Philosophy. Oxford University Press. Vickers, John. 2016. "The Problem of Induction." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2016/entries/induction-problem/ 56 REFERENCES Formal Logic and Logical Form Pietroski, Paul. 2016. "Logical Form." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2016/entries/logical-form/ Sainsbury, Mark. 2001. Logical Forms: An Introduction to Philosophical Logic. 2nd ed. Oxford: Blackwell. Fallacies Walton, Douglas. 1995. A Pragmatic Theory of Fallacy. Tuscaloosa, AL: The University of Alabama Press. Walton, Douglas. 2008. Informal Logic: A Pragmatic Approach. 2nd ed. Cambridge/New York: Cambridge University Press. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions Bealer, George. 1998. "Intuition and the Autonomy of Philosophy." In Rethinking Intuition, eds. Michael Depaul and William Ramsey, 201-240. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield. Brennan, Andrew. 2017. "Necessary and Sufficient Conditions." In The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta. https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2017/entries/necessary-sufficient/ Fodor, Jerry. 1998. Concepts. Oxford: Oxford University Press. LOGIC 57 EXERCISE SOLUTIONS CHAPTER ONE First, explicate the following arguments, paraphrasing as necessary and only including tacit premises when explicitly instructed to do so. Next, diagram the arguments. 1. Numbers, if they exist at all, must be either concrete or abstract objects. Concrete objects-like planets and people-are able to interact with other things in cause-and-effect relations. Numbers lack this ability. Therefore, numbers are abstract objects. [You will need to add an implicit intermediate premise here!] 1. Numbers must be either concrete or abstract objects. 2. Concrete objects are able to interact with other objects in cause-and-effect relations. 3. Numbers do not interact with other objects in cause-and-effect relations. 4. Numbers are not concrete objects. [Implicit intermediate premise] 5. Numbers are abstract objects. 2. Abolish the death penalty! Why? It is immoral. Numerous studies have shown that there is racial bias in its application. The rise of DNA testing has exonerated scores of inmates on death row; who knows how many innocent people have been killed in the past? The death penalty is also impractical. Revenge is counterproductive: 58 LOGIC "An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind," as Gandhi said. Moreover, the costs of litigating death penalty cases, with their endless appeals, are enormous. 1. The death penalty is immoral. 2. Studies show that there is a racial bias in the application of the death penalty. 3. DNA testing how exonerated scores of inmates on death row. 4. Innocent inmates have been subject to the death penalty 5. The death penalty is impractical. 6. Revenge is counterproductive. 7. The costs of litigating death penalty cases are enormous. 8. The death penalty ought to be abolished. 3. A just economic system would feature an equitable distribution of resources and an absence of exploitation. Capitalism is an unjust economic system. Under capitalism, the typical distribution of wealth is highly skewed in favor of the rich. And workers are exploited: despite their essential role in producing goods for the market, most of the profits from the sales of those goods go to the owners of firms, not their workers. 1. Just economic systems feature an equitable distribution of resources and an absence of exploitation. 2. Within capitalist systems, the typical distribution of wealth is highly skewed in favor of the rich. 3. Within capitalist systems, workers are exploited. 4. LOGIC 59 Capitalism is an unjust economic system. 4. The mind and the brain are not identical. How can things be identical if they have different properties? There is a property that the mind and brain do not share: the brain is divisible, but the mind is not. Like all material things, the brain can be divided into parts-different halves, regions, neurons, etc. But the mind is a unity. It is my thinking essence, in which I can discern no separate parts. 1. Identical objects must have the same properties. 2. The mind and the brain do not have the same properties. 3. The brain is divisible, whereas the mind is not. 4. The mind and the brain are not identical. 5. Every able-bodied adult ought to participate in the workforce. The more people working, the greater the nation's wealth, which benefits everyone economically. In addition, there is no replacement for the dignity workers find on the job. The government should therefore issue tax credits to encourage people to enter the workforce. [Include in your explication a tacit premise, not explicitly stated in the passage, but necessary to support the conclusion.] 1. Every able-bodied adult ought to participate in the workforce. 60 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS 2. The more people working, the greater the nation's wealth. 3. Working provides irreplaceable dignity to individuals. 4. Some individuals will not be able to work without tax credits. [Implicit intermediate premise] 5. The government should issue tax credits to encourage people to work. CHAPTER TWO Exercise One For each argument decide whether it is deductive, inductive, or abductive. If it contains more than one type of inference, indicate which. 1. 1. Chickens from my farm have gone missing. 2. My farm is in the British countryside. 3. There are foxes killing my chickens. This is an abductive argument because it is attempting to explain some known phenomena, namely the chickens' going missing, by inferring a hypothesis from all the information the individual has available to them: that the foxes killed the chickens. 2. 1. All flamingos are pink birds. 2. All flamingos are fire breathing creatures. 3. LOGIC 61 Some pink birds are fire breathing creatures. This is a deductive argument because it is attempting to demonstrate that it's impossible for the conclusion "Some pink birds are fire breathing creatures" from the premises "All flamingos are pink birds" and "All flamingos are fire breathing creatures." 3. 1. Every Friday so far this year the cafeteria has served fish and chips. 2. If the cafeteria is serving fish and chips and I want fish and chips then I should bring in £4. 3. If the cafeteria isn't serving fish and chips then I shouldn't bring in £4. 4. I always want fish and chips. 5. I should bring in £4 next Friday. This argument has both inductive and deductive components. To deductively infer that I should bring in £4 next Friday, in conjunction with the second and fourth premises, we need to know that every Friday the cafeteria serves fish and chips. However, at present we don't know this. We only know that every Friday so far this year the cafeteria has served fish and chips. So, we need to make an inductive inference (i.e. an inference from observed instances to as of yet unobserved instances) from the first premise before we can deduce the conclusion using the other premises. So, made fully explicit the argument would look like this: 1. Every Friday so far this year the cafeteria has served fish and chips. 2. The cafeteria serves fish and chips every Friday (from first premise by induction). 3. If the cafeteria is serving fish and chips and I want fish and chips then I should bring in £4. 4. If the cafeteria isn't serving fish and chips then I shouldn't bring in £4. 5. I always want fish and chips. 6. I should bring in £4 next Friday. Note that premise three isn't actually needed in the argument, but this isn't a problem. Lots of arguments have superfluous content. 4. 1. If Bob Dylan or Italo Calvino were awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, then the choices made by the Swedish Academy would be respectable. 2. The choices made by the Swedish Academy are not respectable. 3. 62 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS Neither Bob Dylan nor Italo Calvino have been awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. This is also a deductive argument, as it's attempting to demonstrate that it's impossible for the conclusion to be false if the premises are both true. It's also a valid argument, and is of the form: 1. If A then B 2. Not B 3. Not A which is known as Modus Tollens. 5. 1. In all the games that the Boston Red Sox have played so far this season they have been better than their opposition. 2. If a team plays better than their opposition in all their games then they will win the World Series. 3. The Boston Red Sox will win the league. This argument has both inductive and deductive components. To use premise 2 to deductively infer the conclusion requires us to know that the Boston Red Sox have played better than all of their opponents, yet this isn't what premise one tells us. So to derive the claim that "The Boston Red Sox will play better than all of their opponents this year" we need to make an inductive inference from premise one (i.e. an inference from observed instances to as of yet unobserved instances). So, made fully explicit the argument would look like this: 1. In all the games that the Boston Red Sox have played so far this season they have been better than their opposition. 2. The Boston Red Sox will be better than all their opposition this year (from first premise by induction) 3. If a team plays better than their opposition in all their games then they will win the World Series. 4. The Boston Red Sox will win the league. 6. 1. There are lights on in the front room and there are noises coming from upstairs. 2. If there are noises coming from upstairs then Emma is in the house. 3. Emma is in the house LOGIC 63 This is a deductive argument, as it's attempting to demonstrate that it's impossible for the conclusion to be false if the premises are both true. It's also a valid argument, and is of the form: 1. A and B 2. If B then C 3. C This form of argument is known as Modus Ponens. Exercise Two Give examples of arguments that have each of the following properties: 1. Sound Here you want to provide an argument which is valid and which has actually true premises. Here is an example: 1. All mammals are animals 2. Bears are mammals 3. Bears are animals 2. Valid, and has at least one false premise and a false conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion must be true if all the premises are true, but that actually at least one of the premises is false and the conclusion is false. Here's an example: 1. All fish are mammals 2. Piranhas are fish 3. Piranhas are mammals 3. Valid, and has at least one false premise and a true conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion must be true if all the premises are true, but that actually at least one of the premises is false and the conclusion is true. Here's an example: 1. All birds can fly 2. Seagulls are birds 64 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS 3. Seagulls can fly 4. Invalid, and has at least one false premise and a false conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion can be false even if all the premises are true, and also that actually at least one of the premises and the conclusion is false. Here's an example: 1. All birds can fly 2. Seagulls are birds 3. Piranhas can fly 5. Invalid, and has at least one false premise and a true conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion can be false even if all the premises are true, and also that actually at least one of the premises is false but the conclusion is true. Here's an example: 1. All birds can fly 2. Seagulls are birds 3. Piranhas can swim 6. Invalid, and has true premises and a true conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion can be false even if all the premises are true, and also that actually the premises and the conclusion are true. Here's an example: 1. All mammals are animals 2. Bears are mammals 3. Piranhas can swim 7. Invalid, and has true premises and a false conclusion Here you need to provide an argument whose conclusion can be false even if all the premises are true, and also that actually the premises are true but the conclusion is false. Here's an example: 1. All mammals are animals LOGIC 65 2. Bears are mammals 3. Piranhas can fly 8. Strong, but invalid [Hint: Think about inductive arguments.] Here you need to provide a strong argument, that is an argument whose premises support its conclusion, which isn't deductively valid. The easiest way to do this is to provide an inductively strong argument: 1. The Sun has risen every day for the past two-thousand years 2. The Sun will rise tomorrow CHAPTER THREE Exercise One Using a truth-table, show that the following argument, which is known as the fallacy of affirming the consequent, is invalid: , ; . Truth table for affirming the consequent T T T T T T F F F T F T T T F F F T F F The truth-table above shows that the argument is invalid, because are there two circumstances in which both premises are true and the conclusion is false (provided by the third and fourth rows of the truth-table). Exercise Two Using a truth-table, how that the following argument, which is known as the hypothetical syllogism, is valid: , ; . [Hint: Your truth-table should have eight rows, as there are three propositional variables-A, B, and C-that you need to include within it.] 66 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS Truth table for hypothetical syllogism T T T T T T T T F T F F T F T F T T T F F F T F F T T T T T F T F T F T F F T T T T F F F T T T The truth-table above shows that the argument is valid, as there no circumstances (rows in the truth-table) in which both premises are true and the conclusion is false. Exercise Three Evaluate whether the following arguments are valid or invalid. First, identify their logical form, and then use truth-tables to establish their (in)validity. 1. We now know the situation. The Yankees either have to beat the Red Sox or they won't make it to the World Series, and they won't do the former. 1. The Yankees have to beat the Red Sox or the Yankees won't make it to the World Series 2. The Yankees won't beat the Red Sox 3. The Yankees won't make it to the World Series A = The Yankees have to beat the Red Sox B = The Yankees will make it to the World Series 1. 2. 3. LOGIC 67 Truth table for disjunctive syllogism T T T F F T F T F T F T F T F F F T T T The truth-table above shows that the argument is valid, as the only circumstance in which both premises are true (row four of the truth-table) is also a circumstance in which the conclusion is true. This form of argument is known as the disjunctive syllogism. 2. Sarah will only pass the discrete mathematics exam if she knows her set theory. Fortunately, she does know set theory well, so she will pass the exam. 1. If Sarah passes her discrete mathematics exam then she knows set theory 2. Sarah knows set theory 3. Sarah will pass her discrete mathematics exam A = Sarah will pass her discrete mathematics exam B = Sarah knows set theory 1. 2. 3. Truth table for asserting the consequent T T T T T T F F F T F T T T F F F T F F The truth-table above shows that the argument is invalid, because are there two circumstances in which both premises are true and the conclusion is false (provided by the third and fourth rows of the truth-table). This is another instance of the formal fallacy known as asserting the consequent. 68 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS 3. It just isn't the case that you can be a liberal and a Republican, so either you're not a Republican or you're not a liberal. 1. One cannot be both a liberal and a Republican 2. Either you're not a Republican or you're not a liberal A = You are a liberal B = You are a Republican 1. 2. Truth table for DeMorgan Law T T F F T F T T F T T T F F T T The truth-table above shows that the argument is valid, as every circumstance in which the premise is true is also one in which the conclusion is true. This argument is an instance of one of the DeMorgan laws, which states propositions of the form are equivalent to those of the form . How do you think we show the truth of this law? [Hint: We've already achieved one of the two required steps] 4. If Dylan goes to law or medical school then he'll be OK financially. Fortunately, he's going to law school. 1. If Dylan goes to law school or Dylan goes to medical school he'll be OK financially 2. Dylan is going to law school 3. Dylan will be OK financially A = Dylan goes to law school B = Dylan goes to medical school C = Dylan will be OK financially 1. 2. LOGIC 69 3. Truth table for asserting the antecedent T T T T T T T T F F T F T F T T T T T F F F T F F T T T F T F T F F F F F F T T F T F F F T F F The truth-table above shows that the argument is valid, as in the only two circumstances in which both premises are true (the first and third rows of the truth-table) the conclusion is also true. This argument is an instance of asserting the antecedent, otherwise known as modus ponens, but in which the antecedent is a disjunction rather than a singular proposition. CHAPTER FOUR Exercise One For each statement identify the informal fallacy. 1. It's not wrong for newspapers to pass on rumours about sex scandals. Newspapers have a duty to print stories that are in the public interest, and the public clearly have a great interest in rumours about sex scandals since when newspapers print such stories, their circulation increases. This argument deals on an equivocation of the meaning of "public interest." The argument might seem plausible because in the first instance of "public interest," this means "in the public good," but in the second instance, "great interest" just means, "the public find it interesting." Given that in the public good and the public find it interesting don't mean the same thing, the argument rests on an equivocation. 2. Free trade will be good for this country. The reason is patently clear. Isn't it obvious that unrestricted commercial relations will bestow on all sections of this nation the benefits which result when there is an unimpeded flow of goods between countries? 70 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS This argument begs the question, for it simply presupposes that free trade will be good for the country by restating the conclusion in more complicated terms. 3. Of course the party in power is opposed to shorter terms, that's just because they want to stay in power longer. This is an ad hominem argument, in that it attempts to undermine the argument (or opinion) of the political party purely in virtue of their motivations, and not by actively engaging with the argument. 4. A student of mine told me that I am her favorite professor, and I know that she's telling the truth, because no student would lie to her favorite professor. This argument begs the question. The argument concludes that a student believes that the professor is her favorite, but relies upon this very fact in appealing to "no student would lie to her favorite professor" to establish the conclusion. 5. Anyone who tries to violate a law, even if the attempt fails, should be punished. People who try to fly are trying to violate the law of gravity, so they should be punished. This argument deals on an equivocation of the meaning of "law." In the first instance, in "violate a law," we are meant to interpret this as "legal law," whereas in the second instance, "people who try to fly are trying to violate the law of gravity," what is obviously meant is a law of nature, and not a legal law. 6. There are more Buddhists than followers of any other religion, so there must be some truth to Buddhism. This is a simple appeal to popularity. CHAPTER FIVE Exercise One For each pair, decide whether the first member of the pair is either a necessary condition for the second, a sufficient condition, or neither. 1. Bob drew the eight of Spades from an ordinary deck of playing cards. Bob drew a black card from a deck of ordinary playing cards. LOGIC 71 As Spades cards are black, but not the only black cards, Bob drawing a Spade is sufficient but not necessary for him to draw a black card. 2. Alice has a brother-in-law. Alice is not an only child. Alice's having a brother-in-law is neither sufficient nor necessary for Alice's not being an only child. It fails to be sufficient because Alice could have a brother-in-law in virtue of her spouse having a brother. Additionally, Alice could have a sibling who is not married to a man. Thus, Alice's having a brother-in-law is not necessary for her failing to be an only child. 3. Alice's daughter is married. Alice is a parent. Alice's daughter being married is sufficient for Alice to be a parent, as it ensures its truth. However, it isn't necessary for her being a parent. She could, for example, have only sons, or unmarried daughters. 4. Alice's daughter is married. Alice is a grandmother. Alice's daughter being married is neither necessary nor sufficient for Alice being a grandmother. It fails to be necessary because Alice could be a grandmother with only sons, or with daughters who are unmarried. It fails to be sufficient because Alice's daughter could be married without children. 5. Some women pay taxes. Some taxpayers are women. Some women paying taxes is both necessary and sufficient for some taxpayers being women, as the two claims are synonymous. 6. All women pay taxes. All taxpayers are women. 72 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS All women paying taxes is neither necessary nor sufficient for all taxpayers being women. It fails to be necessary because it may be that while only some women pay taxes, no non-women do, and it fails to be sufficient because even if all women pay taxes, some non-women may also pay taxes. 7. Being a mammal. Being warm blooded. Being a mammal is sufficient for being warm-blooded, as being mammal ensures being warm blooded. However, it fails to be necessary, as one can be warm blooded and a non-mammal, such as a bird. 8. Being warm blooded. Being a mammal. Being warm blooded is necessary for being a mammal, as being mammal requires being warm blooded. However, it fails to be sufficient, as in addition to being warm blooded one must also possess certain other characteristics, such as possessing hair and giving birth to live young. Exercise Two For each claim, rewrite it in terms of necessary and/or sufficient conditions. 1. You must pay if you want to enter. Payment is necessary for entrance. 2. A cloud chamber is needed to observe subatomic particles. A cloud chamber is necessary to observe subatomic particles. 3. If something is an electron it is a charged particle. Being an electron is sufficient for a charged particle. 4. Your car is only cool if it's a Honda. LOGIC 73 Your car's being a Honda is necessary for its being cool. 5. Being a triangle just is being a three-sided two-dimensional shape. Being a triangle is necessary and sufficient for being a three-sided two-dimensional shape. 74 EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS GLOSSARY Abductive Argument An argument that attempts to provide the best explanation possible of certain other phenomena as its conclusion. Also known as inference to the best explanation. Argument A group of propositions, one of which, the conclusion, is (supposed to be) supported by the others, known as the premises. Cogent Argument A strong inductive or abductive argument with true premises. If an argument is cogent, then its conclusion is likely to be true. Conclusion The proposition in an argument that the premises are supposed to be supporting. Conclusion Markers Words that generally indicate that what follows is a conclusion, e.g. "therefore," "thus," "consequently." Conditional A proposition of the form "If A then B," connecting two simpler propositions A and B. The A in a conditional is known as the antecedent, and B the consequent. Counterexample A counterexample is a scenario in which the premises of the argument are true while the conclusion is false. If an argument has a counterexample, it is not valid. Declarative Sentences Sentences which communicate that something is, or is not, the case. For example, "Bob won the 50m freestyle." Declarative sentences can be contrasted with those that pose questions, called interrogative sentences, and those which deliver commands, known as imperative sentences. (Declarative sentences are also known as indicative sentences) Deductive Argument An argument that aims to be valid. LOGIC 75 Enthymemes Arguments which leave certain premises unstated. Fallacy A systematic fault within arguments, leading them to be weak in some sense. Formal fallacies are faults due to the form of the argument, and informal fallacies are faults due to the content of the argument. Independent Premises Premises which aim to provide sufficient support on their own for the truth of the conclusion. Inductive Argument An argument that moves from observed instances of a certain phenomenon to unobserved instances of the same phenomenon. Inference A psychological act that links premises to a conclusion in an argument. Intermediate Premises Premises which attempt to directly support not the conclusion of an argument, but another premise. Joint Premises Premises which only provide support for the truth of the conclusion when combined. Logical Connectives Those parts of a language which, according to formal logic, play a significant role within the (in-)validity of an argument. Logical Form The deep, hidden, form of an argument due to the occurrence of the logical connectives within it. According to formal logic, logical form plays a significant role in dictating the (in-)validity of an argument. Logically Implies One proposition P logically implies another Q if whenever P is true, Q is also true. Arguments in which the premises logically imply the conclusion are known as valid arguments. Necessary Condition An event or proposition which is required for another event to occur or proposition to be true. Conditionals express that the consequent is a necessary condition for the antecedent. Premise Markers Words that generally indicate what follows is a premise, e.g. "given that," "as," "since." Premises The propositions within the argument advanced to support the conclusion. Proposition The unambiguated meaning of declarative sentences. 76 GLOSSARY Propositional Logic (Also known as sentential logic.) A formal logic used by philosophers which studies the logical relationships between propositions by distinguishing between atomic propositions, such as "Bob likes swimming" and "Bob won the 50m freestyle," and the special logical terms which connect these propositions, known as the logical connectives. Examples of these connectives are "and" (known as conjunction), "or" (known as disjunction), "not" (known as negation), and "if...then..." (known as the material conditional). According to propositional logic, the validity of arguments can often be explained in terms of the behaviour of the logical connectives within the arguments. Sound Argument A valid argument with actually true premises. Thus, if an argument is sound, its conclusion must be true. Strong Argument An inductive or abductive argument in which the premises make the conclusion likely to be true. Sufficient Condition An event or proposition which ensures that another event occurs or another proposition is true. Conditionals express that the antecedent is a sufficient condition for the consequent. Valid Argument An argument in which it is impossible for the premises to be true and the conclusion false. Weak Argument An inductive or abductive argument in which the premises fail to make the conclusion likely to be true. LOGIC 77 ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS EDITORS Ben Martin (book editor) is a Marie Skłodowska-Curie fellow at the University of Bergen, and the investigator for the European Research Council-funded project The Unknown Science: Understanding the Epistemology of Logic through Practice, having received his PhD from University College London. He works mainly in the philosophy of logic and epistemology, and has published articles about logical disagreements, the semantic paradoxes and dialetheism in journals including Australasian Journal of Philosophy, Topoi, and Logic and Logical Philosophy, as well as collections such as the Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of Evidence. Christina Hendricks (series editor) is a Professor of Teaching in Philosophy at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, BC, Canada, where she often teaches Introduction to Philosophy courses. She is also the and also the Academic Director of the Centre for Teaching, Learning and Technology (2018-2023). Christina has been an open education researcher and advocate for a number of years, having been a BCcampus Open Textbook Fellow, an OER Research Fellow with the Open Education Group, the Creative Commons Canada representative to the CC Global Network, and a member of the Board of Directors for the Canadian Legal Information Institute. CHAPTER AUTHORS Bahram Assadian received his PhD from Birkbeck College, University of London. He was a visiting research fellow at the Munich Centre for Mathematical Philosophy and the School of Philosophy, Religion and History of Science at the University of Leeds. Most of his research lies at the intersection between the philosophy of mathematics and the philosophy of language. He has published articles in journals such as Philosophical Studies, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, and Philosophia Mathematica. Matthew Knachel is Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee. He is the author of the open logic textbook Fundamental Methods of Logic. He received his PhD from the University of Pittsburgh. Ben Martin (see above) Michael J. Shaffer is currently Professor of Philosophy at St. Cloud State University. He is also a fellow of the Center for Formal Epistemology at Carnegie-Mellon University, a fellow of the Rotman Institute for Science and Values at the University of Western Ontario, a Lakatos fellow at the London School of Economics, a fellow of the University of Cologne's Summer Institute for Epistemology and an NEH fellow at the University of Utah. His main areas of research interest are in epistemology, logic and the philosophy of science, and he has published more than fifty articles and book chapters on various topics in these areas. He is co-editor of What Place for the A Priori? (Open Court, 2011) and is the author of Counterfactuals and Scientific Realism (Palgrave-MacMillan, 78 LOGIC 2012), Quasi-factive Belief and Knowledge-like States (Lexington, forthcoming) and The Experimental Turn and the Methods of Philosophy (Routledge, forthcoming). Nathan Smith is an Instructor of Philosophy at Houston Community College (HCC). He received his PhD in philosophy from Boston College and the Université de Paris IV – Sorbonne. He is currently serving as the OER Coordinator and manager of HCC's Z-Degree. His dissertation was on the origins of Descartes's concept of mind in the Rules for the Direction of the Mind. He is an OER research fellow and currently does work in renaissance and early modern philosophy and open education. Cassiano Terra Rodrigues gained his PhD from the Pontifical University of São Paulo, and currently teaches at the Aeronautics Institute of Technology, São José dos Campos, Brazil. His main research concerns Charles S. Peirce's philosophy, in dialogue with other thinkers, such as Kant and Wittgenstein. More details of Rodrigues' work. PEER REVIEWERS Berta Grimau is currently a postdoctoral researcher at the Institute of Information Theory and Automation of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague. Before that, Berta obtained her PhD in philosophy at Glasgow and her MA in logic and philosophy of science from the Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy. Berta's research is mainly in the philosophy of logic, the philosophy of language and formal semantics. In particular, she has worked on the semantics of plurals and their potential as tools with which to carry out certain philosophical endeavours. Currently, she is working on using fuzzy logics to develop semantics for graded predicates. Daniel Massey completed his PhD in philosophy at the University of Connecticut in 2011 and has since taught at Connecticut College, Arkansas State University, and Spring Hill College. He is currently Associate Professor of Philosophy at Spring Hill College where he teaches courses on logic, ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, and the philosophical traditions of China and India. OTHER CONTRIBUTORS Colleen Cressman (copy editor) is a librarian who works on open-access initiatives out of the Office for Scholarly Communication at Harvard Library. She is interested especially in doing her small part to increase the free and open availability of academic philosophy to students, scholars, and enthusiasts. Jonathan Lashley (cover designer) worked in the visual design industry before pursuing his career in education full-time. When he isn't supporting open, online, and technology-enhanced learning at public institutions across the United States, he enjoys lending his creative skills to projects like this one. Heather Salazar (cover artwork) is an artist and professor of philosophy. She specializes in figurative charcoals and monotypes, as well as vivid oil paintings of landscapes and objects of meditation. Salazar's art is deeply impacted by her philosophical research in metaethics, philosophy of mind and East-West comparative philosophy. Her art graces the covers philosophy books such as The Philosophy of Spirituality (Brill 2018), Introduction to Philosophy: Philosophy of Mind (Rebus 2019) and Introduction to Philosophy: Ethics (Rebus 2019). We would also like to acknowledge the many philosophy students, faculty and researchers who have contributed to the project by providing comments along the way, such as discussions on the Rebus Community LOGIC 79 platform when we were originally envisioning the series and what topics should be included, as well as giving feedback on drafts of chapter outlines for books. There have been many very helpful contributions from too many people to list here, and the books would not have come together without them. 80 ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS If you have any feedback or suggestions for the book, please use the form below. An interactive or media element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here: https://press.rebus.community/intro-to-phil-logic/?p=358 LOGIC 81 ADOPTION FORM If you have adopted this book or made a revised/adapted version for a course, please let us know with the form below. An interactive or media element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here: https://press.rebus.community/intro-to-phil-logic/?p=360 82 LOGIC LICENSING AND ATTRIBUTION INFORMATION LICENSE This book is licensed CC BY (Creative Commons Attribution 4.0) except where otherwise noted. This license allows for reuse, adaptation, remixing and redistribution of content, so long as you attribute it to the original author(s), indicate if changes are made, and link to the original, free content, found at https://press.rebus.community/intro-to-phil-logic/. If you plan on adopting or adapting the book, or parts of the book, please let us know in the Rebus Community forum and fill out our adoption form. Be sure to attribute the original creators as required by the license (sample attributions are below). The chapters in these books are all original works, copyright of their authors, who have agreed to release these works under the CC BY license. If you would like to make revisions or adaptations, please be mindful that according to the terms of the license, you must not do so in a way that suggests the original authors agree with the changes you have made. You may comply with this requirement by using the sample attribution for revised versions, below. Minor spelling or typo changes usually do not count as revisions or adaptations, according to the CC BY license (see the Creative Commons FAQ on adaptations). SUGGESTED ATTRIBUTION See also the Creative Commons FAQ on attribution, and also best practices for attribution. Redistributing the book verbatim: Introduction to Philosophy: Logic is created by Bahram Assadian, Matthew Knachel, Ben Martin, Cassiano Terra Rodrigues, Michael Shaffer, Nathan Smith; it is edited by Ben Martin and Christina Hendricks, and produced with support from the Rebus Community. The original is freely available under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license at https://press.rebus.community/intro-to-phil-logic/. Revised or adapted versions: This material is a revised/adapted version of Introduction to Philosophy: Logic by Bahram Assadian, Matthew Knachel, Ben Martin, Cassiano Terra Rodrigues, Michael Shaffer, Nathan Smith, edited by Ben Martin and Christina Hendricks, and produced with support from the Rebus Community. The original is freely available under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license at https://press.rebus.community/intro-to-phil-logic/. LOGIC 83 Individual chapters or pieces: This material is [created by or based on] original work by [choose author] Bahram Assadian, Matthew Knachel, Ben Martin, Cassiano Terra Rodrigues, Michael Shaffer, Nathan Smith; in Introduction to Philosophy: Logic, edited by Ben Martin and Christina Hendricks, and produced with support from the Rebus Community. The original is freely available under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 license at https://press.rebus.community/intro-tophil-logic/. 84 LICENING INFORMATION REVIEW STATEMENT Introduction to Philosophy: Logic, part of the Introduction to Philosophy series, was produced with support from the Rebus Community, a non-profit organisation building a new, collaborative model for publishing open textbooks. Critical to the success of this approach is including mechanisms to ensure that open textbooks produced with the Community are high quality, and meet the needs of all students who will one day use them. Rebus books undergo both peer review from faculty subject matter experts and beta testing in classrooms, where student and instructor feedback is collected. This book has been peer reviewed by two subject experts. The full-text received an open review from the reviewers, based on their area of expertise. The review was structured around considerations of the intended audience of the book, and examined the comprehensiveness, accuracy, and relevance of content, as well as longevity and cultural relevance. Further review by the series editor and the copy editor focused on clarity, consistency, organization structure flow, and grammatical errors. See the review guide for more details. Changes suggested by the reviewers were incorporated by chapter authors and the book editor. Ben Martin (book editor), Christina Hendricks (series editor) and authors Bahram Assadian, Matthew Knachel, Ben Martin, Cassiano Terra Rodrigues, Michael Shaffer, Nathan Smith, and the team at Rebus would like to thank the reviewers for the time, care, and commitment they contributed to the project. We recognise that peer reviewing is a generous act of service on their part. This book would not be the robust, valuable resource that it is were it not for their feedback and input. Peer reviewers: Berta Grimau, Institute of Information Theory and Automation of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic Daniel Massey, Springhill College, Mobile, Alabama, USA LOGIC 85 ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT A NOTE FROM THE REBUS COMMUNITY We are working to create a new, collaborative model for publishing open textbooks. Critical to our success in reaching this goal is to ensure that all books produced using that model meet the needs of all students who will one day use them. To us, open means inclusive, so for a book to be open, it must also be accessible. As a result, we are working with accessibility experts and others in the OER community to develop best practices for creating accessible open textbooks, and are building those practices into the Rebus model of publishing. By doing this, we hope to ensure that all books produced using the Rebus Community are accessible by default, and require an absolute minimum of remediation or adaptation to meet any individual student's needs. While we work on developing guidelines and implementing support for authoring accessible content, we are making a good faith effort to ensure that books produced with our support meet accessibility standards wherever possible, and to highlight areas where we know there is work to do. It is our hope that by being transparent on our current books, we can begin the process of making sure accessibility is top of mind for all authors, adopters, students and contributors of all kinds on all our open textbook projects. Below is a short assessment of eight key areas that have been assessed during the production process. The checklist has been drawn from the BCcampus Open Education Accessibility Toolkit. While a checklist such as this is just one part of a holistic approach to accessibility, it is one way to begin our work on embedded good accessibility practices in the books we support. Wherever possible, we have identified ways in which anyone may contribute their expertise to improve the accessibility of this text. We also welcome any feedback from students, instructors or others who encounter the book and identify an issue that needs resolving. This book is an ongoing project and will be updated as needed. If you would like to submit a correction or suggestion, please do so using the Introduction to Philosophy series accessibility suggestions form. 86 LOGIC ACCESSIBILITY CHECKLIST Accessibility Checklist Category Item Status Organizing Content Content is organized under headings and subheadings Yes Organizing Content Headings and subheadings are used sequentially (e.g. Heading 1, Heading 2, etc.) as well as logically (if the title is Heading 1 then there should be no other Heading 1 styles as the title is the uppermost level) Yes Images Images (including graphs and diagrams) that convey information include Alternative Text (alt-text) descriptions of the image's content or function Images Graphs, charts, and maps also include contextual or supporting details in the text surrounding the image Yes Images Images do not rely on colour to convey information Yes Images Images that are purely decorative contain empty alternative text descriptions. (Descriptive text is unnecessary if the image doesn't convey contextual content information) N/A Tables Tables include row and column headers Truth tables have just column headers Tables Tables include a title or caption Yes Tables Tables do not have merged or split cells Yes Tables Tables have adequate cell padding Yes Weblinks The weblink is meaningful in context, and does not use generic text such as "click here" or "read more" Yes Weblinks Where URLs are spelled out, such as in lists of references or footnotes, ARIA labels are used Yes Weblinks Weblinks do not open new windows or tabs Yes Embedded Multimedia A transcript has been made available for a multimedia resource that includes audio narration or instruction N/A Embedded Multimedia Captions of all speech content and relevant non-speech content are included in the multimedia resource that includes audio synchronized with a video presentation N/A Embedded Multimedia Audio descriptions of contextual visuals (graphs, charts, etc.) are included in the multimedia resource N/A Formulas Formulas have been created using LaTeX and MathJax Yes Font Size Font size is 12 point or higher for body text Yes Font Size Font size is 9 point for footnotes or endnotes Yes Font Size Font size can be zoomed to 200% Yes LOGIC 87 VERSION HISTORY This page provides a record of edits and changes made to this book since its initial publication. Whenever edits or updates are made in the text, we provide a record and description of those changes here. If the change is minor, the version number increases by 0.1. If the edits involve substantial updates, the edition number increases to the next whole number. The files posted alongside this book always reflect the most recent version. If you find an error in this book, please let us know in the Rebus Community platform. (You could instead fill out an error reporting form for the book, though we prefer the discussion platform so others can see if the error has already been reported.) We will contact the author, make the necessary changes, and replace all file types as soon as possible. Once we receive the updated files, this Version History page will be updated to reflect the edits made. VERSION HISTORY Version History Version Date Change Affected Page(s) 1.0 Original 88 LOGIC